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Abstract

Fiber-reinforced polymers (FRPs) are the most used composite materials in many ap-

plications, from broom handle to the main structure of advanced aircraft. Despite the

enormous research done on these materials, many aspects of their behavior need more

study. The progress of computers and their calculation power provides opportunities

for developing new constitutive models with more capability in terms of accuracy and

applicability. On the one hand, most of the existing models are limited to the specific

loading situations and cannot perform beyond the limitations in the loading path. Fur-

thermore, these models have not been sufficiently verified in general three-dimensional

loading condition. This study presents a constitutive model based on microplane ap-

proach in which a cylindrical geometry is adopted for general three-dimensional stress

analysis of transversely isotropic fiber-reinforced polymers. The axis of the cylinder

coincides with the fibers direction in the lamina, which allows decoupling of fiber and

matrix behaviors. The model has been easily implemented in finite element software

called Abaqus/Explicit using the VUMAT interface. Unlike the other microplane mod-

els for predicting fracture and behavior of fiber-reinforced polymers, this model is more

intuitive and easier to calibrate. The microplane constitutive laws between microplane

stress and strain components are developed for inelastic and fracturing behavior of

such materials in tension, compression, and shear. The micro-macro stress equilibrium

equation for the cylindrical geometry is employed to calculate the macroscopic stress

tensor using the microplane stress components. An explicit computational algorithm

for the cylindrical microplane model is developed. A user-friendly calibration proce-

dure is presented for adjustable parameters in the microplane constitutive laws. The

full calibration of the model needs simple uniaxial test data in tension and compression

in the isotropy plane and in the fiber direction for any given fiber-reinforced polymer.

The model is calibrated using experimental data obtained from literature for four differ-

ent types of fiber reinforced polymer composites. The model is verified using biaxial



failure envelopes and 3 point bending size effect tests obtained from literature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fiber-reinforced polymer composite materials (FRPs), known also as advanced

composites, have progressed from an engineering curiosity to a widely used material

in today’s applications. The composite material signifies that two or more materials are

combined at a macroscopic scale to form a useful third material. The main point is that

the components can be identified separately at the macroscopic scale in the structure

of composite material. The main advantage of the composites is well-designed and

fabricated composites can exhibit at least the strength of their components and some

additional advantages in properties that none of the ingredients possess. The properties

that composite materials can improve are: (1) Density, (2) electrical properties, (3)

mechanical properties, and (4) heat conduction properties. Undoubtedly, some of the

properties are mutually exclusive [1]. The beginning of the composite history is not

known precisely, but judging from the use of straws to strengthen mud bricks and the

use of plywood by ancient Egyptians, the history of composite materials is rather long

[2]. There are different classifications for composites in many sources but the most

commonly accepted one divides composites into four groups: (1) Fibrous composites,

(2) laminated composites, (3) particulate composites, and (4) combination of these
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three types. Composite materials have mechanical behavior significantly different from

conventional materials. Efficient engineering design requires a stiff, strong, and ductile

material as the conventional steel but much lighter in weight. An accurate mechanical

model for the behavior of these composites that considers the material behavior in all

regimes, such as elastic, plastic, and fracturing, including the localization of fracture

into a band of finite width, is needed in engineering design for use in the calculations by

the finite element method. Although several tensorial models have been developed to

model such behavior, the success of these models and their versatility has been lacking.

By contrast, the microplane models have been developed for many different materials

with great versatility and data fitting capabilities due to the reduction of strict second-

order tensorial relations to more flexible first-order tensorial relations.

For example, several versions of the microplane models for concrete have been

used in the commercial software package Atena [3]. In this study, a new, more intuitive

microplane model, called the Cylindrical Microplane Model for Transversely Isotropic

Fiber-reinforced Polymer Composites, is presented as a capable mechanical model for

modeling the mechanical behavior of such materials under general 3D states of stress.

Initially, the model is developed for a cylindrical geometry to capture the anisotropy of

unidirectional fiber-reinforced polymers but it can be extended to the multidirectional

laminated and braided fiber-reinforced composites. Chapter 1 presents the concepts

of the model along with a literature survey. It has three parts. The first part covers

the fundamental mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced composites. The second part

reviews fracture of fiber-reinforced polymers, and finally, the last part is a literature

survey of the microplane models. Chapter 2 describes the cylindrical microplane model

for transversely isotropic fiber-reinforced polymers. In this chapter, first, the basic

concept of the model and subsequently the formulation of the model are illustrated.

In Chapter 3, the constitutive model driver for one Gauss point and the development

of microplane stress-strain boundaries are presented. Finally, the VUMAT Abaqus
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user material subroutine for the model is presented. In Chapter 4, the finite element

simulations using the VUMAT user subroutine are compared to experimental data for

both calibration and verification purposes. Furthermore, a detailed procedure for the

calibration of the model parameters is presented.
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Chapter 2

Basic Concepts and Literature

Survey

2.1 Composite Material

A composite material is made up of two or more macroscopic level materials as its

constituents that are visually distinguishable unlike in alloys in which one or more

constituent materials are found in the form of a solid solution. In composites, there are

reinforcing materials which are embedded in the material called the matrix. Steel rein-

forced concrete and graphite fiber reinforced polymers are examples of two composites

materials. The basic concept of the mechanics of composite materials is divided into

two points of view: (1) Micromechanics, (2) Macromechanics. These points of view

allow tailoring and fitting a composite material to the engineering requirements. The

Micromechanics view advocates that the lamina properties can be experimentally de-

termined or mathematically estimated on the basis of the basic properties of the com-

bined materials. In this view properties and behavior of the lamina can be predicted by

the properties and interaction of constituent materials which is essential in making and
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designing composites. Thus micromechanics becomes more important when the mate-

rial design is prioritized rather than structural analysis. The Micromachanics approach

helps enhance the fatigue behavior of FRPs [4]. In composite materials, the high stiff-

ness and strength required may be achieved in all directions as in isotropic composites,

e.g. fiber reinforced concrete, or they may be achieved in some specific directions as in

orthotropic composites, e.g. FRP composite laminates. In Macromechanics approach

[5] the anisotropic laminas are stacked in several directions so as to satisfy the need

for high stiffness and strength requirements in several directions resulting in thick lam-

inates. The laminate becomes approximately isotropic in the plane of the lamina when

many lamina in almost all directions are stacked together. The laminate, therefore, is

the result of manufacturing two or more layers from the same composite in different

directions bonded together typically by the matrix but in some cases by stitching also.

Figure 2.1 shows the concept of laminate [6].

Figure 2.1: Laminate obtained from stacking 5 laminas in different directions, taken

from [7]

The stacking of laminas can also be achieved by weaving as shown in Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Woven Fibers (Left) and Unidirectional Fibers (Right) , taken from [7]

The main aim of lamination is to reduce the directional dependence of strength

and stiffness in the composite. Laminates are uniquely suitable for the directional

loading environments because the direction of each layer can be matched according

to necessity. For example, six layers of a ten-layer laminate in one direction and the

other four at 90° to that direction; can present a laminate with strength and extensional

stiffness roughly 50 % higher in one direction than the other [8]. The ratio of the tensile

stiffnesses in the two directions can reach 4 to 6 [6]. As it was mentioned, fibers have

the role of reinforcing material in the mechanical performance of composites. The

fibers affect the mechanical properties of the composites in the following ways:

1. The first obvious factor is the mechanical properties of the fiber material itself.

The strength and stiffness of the fibers are expected to be high so as to increase

the strength and stiffness of the composite. Furthermore, the cost of the fibers

is an essential point that makes graphite, glass, and aramids dominate the fiber

market.

2. The shape of the fibers is another factor that can affect the mechanical perfor-

mance of composites. The fibers’ shape can be circular, hexagonal, and square,

but the most common shape is circular. Higher strength and stiffness are achieved

through better packing in the case of hexagonal and square fibers. However, cir-
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cular fibers are still preferred because of their ease of handling and manufactur-

ing.

3. Length of fiber affects composite mechanics. The fibers can be short or long.

Long fibers can easily be oriented properly but short fibers are harder to orient

correctly. Furthermore, high impact resistance, low shrinkage, improved surface

finish, and better dimensional stability are advantages of long fibers over the

short ones. On the other hand, the short fibers cost less and they are easier to

work with. Also, due to the fewer flaws in short fibers, they have higher strength.

4. Fiber orientation is another important factor that affects the stiffness and strength

of composites. Fibers in composites can be unidirectional or multidirectional.

Unidirectional fiber composites have very high stiffness and strength in the lon-

gitudinal (fiber) direction. If fiber directions are more than one, the composite

has higher overall stiffness and strength. However, unidirectional fiber compos-

ites have higher stiffness and strength than multidirectional fiber composites for

the same volume of fibers.

The matrix is the constituent in composite materials that binds fibers together and

distributes the load to fibers. It also has the role of a protective shield for the fibers.

Matrix materials have much lower mechanical performance than fiber, but the mechan-

ical properties of composites are highly dependent on those of the matrix. Transverse

and shear moduli, interlaminar shear strength, transverse strength, fatigue strength, and

compressive strength directly influenced by the stiffness and the strength of the matrix.

In addition, the mechanical properties of the fiber-matrix interface influence critically

the mechanical performance of composites because those properties dictate how well

the load is distributed across the fibers by the matrix. There are three types of bond-

ing in fiber-matrix interfaces, and mostly more than one bonding type occurs simul-

taneously: Chemical bonding, mechanical bonding and reaction bonding. Chemical

bonding occurs between the surface of fibers and the matrix. Some fibers can bond to
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the matrix by themselves or specific compounds called coupling agents applied to the

surface of fibers can be employed to create better chemical bonding. The roughness of

the fiber surface gives rise to mechanical bonding between the fiber surface and matrix.

The fiber surface mechanically locks into the matrix, and a mechanical bond is formed.

Reaction bonding occurs due to matrix thermal expansion coefficient being higher than

fiber thermal expansion coefficient and the manufacturing temperature being higher

than the operating temperature. Upon cooling, the matrix shrinks more than fibers and

compresses them together. The disadvantage of this bonding is that microcracks can be

formed in both the fiber and the matrix which in turn can lead to diminished composite

strength [9]. The stress-strain behavior of the composite constituents may be divided

into four classes as depicted in Figure 2.3 . Fibers generally exhibit brittle linear elastic

behavior. Some composite materials with polymers and aluminum have a nonlinear

stress-strain curve. Generally, resinous matrix materials behave in visco-elasto-plastic

range. Thus, the nonlinear stress response of these composites also depends on strain

rate.
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Figure 2.3: Various Stress-Strain Behaviors , taken from [7].

2.2 Fiber Reinforced Polymers

The FRPs are the most used among the advanced composites. In such composites poly-

mer matrix such as epoxy or urethane is reinforced by long fibers made of graphite,

aramid, boron, carbon or glass. FRPs have notably high strength to weight ratio and

lower cost than most comparable alloys. Carbon fiber/epoxy composites have approx-

imately five times higher strength to weight ratio than ordinary steels. Furthermore,

simpler manufacturing and lower cost than other composites makes them the most

common composites. However, low operating temperatures and high thermal expan-

sion coefficient are the main weak points of FRPs. FRPs are widely used in different
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applications from simple sports tools to advanced spacecraft. From the fracture me-

chanics point of view, FRPs are quasi-brittle materials. In these materials, fracture is

the main cause of the failure (rather than plastic slip which is often the case in polymers

and metals). A significantly large fracture-process zone surrounds the fracture tip. In

this zone micro-cracking and damage occurs. The brittle material is a special case of

the quasi-brittle materials, for which the fracture-process zone (FPZ) become negligi-

bly small compared to the size of the structure. Linear elastic fracture mechanics can

be used to analyze the brittle elastic materials but for a general quasi-brittle structure,

nonlinear fracture mechanic is required due to non-negligible size of the FPZ [10].

Most of the existing models for the fracture of the quasi-brittle materials [11, 12, 13]

include neither the predictive capabilities in general multiaxial loading in 3D nor the

capability to predict post-peak fracturing behavior [14].

2.3 Macromechanical Behavior of Lamina

In Cartesian coordinates, the elastic stress-strain relation in tensor form for general

anisotropic material is given by:

σi j= si jkl ϵkl (2.1)

where σi j are the components of the 2nd order stress tensor, ϵkl are the components

of the 2nd order strain tensor and si jkl are the components of the 4th order stiffness

tensor (indices i, j, k and l vary from 1 to 3). The tensor components σi j and ϵkl form

symmetric tensors and thus they can be expressed in Voigt notation in the form of

vectors to yield the matrix equations
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σ11

σ22

σ33

σ12

σ23

σ13



=



S 11 S 12 S 13 S 14 S 15 S 16

S 12 S 22 S 23 S 24 S 25 S 26

S 13 S 23 S 33 S 34 S 35 S 36

S 14 S 24 S 34 S 44 S 45 S 46

S 15 S 25 S 35 S 45 S 55 S 56

S 16 S 26 S 36 S 46 S 56 S 66





ϵ11

ϵ22

ϵ33

ϵ12

ϵ23

ϵ13



(2.2)

where S 11 = s1111, S 12 = s1122, S 13 = s1133, S 14 = s1112, S 15 = s1113, S 16 = s1113,

S 22 = s2222, S 23 = s2233, S 24 = s2212, , S 25 = s2223, S 26 = s2213, S 33 = s3333,

S 34 = s3312, S 35 = s3323, S 36 = s3313, S 33 = s3333, S 44 = s1212, S 45 = s1223, S 46 = s1213,

S 55 = s2323, S 56 = s2313 and S 66 = s1313.

In Eq2.2, the stiffness components S IJ are written as symmetric. To show the

symmetry of these components, consider the elastic strain energy stored in the body

per unit volume given by:

W =
1
2

6∑
I=1

σIϵI (2.3)

Substituting Hooke’s law, Eq2.2 in Eq2.3 , one obtains:

W=
1
2

6∑
I=1

6∑
J=1

S IJϵJϵI (2.4)

Now, by partial differentiation of Eq2.4

∂W
∂ϵIϵJ

= S IJ (2.5)

Because the differentiation does not necessarily need to be in either order,

S IJ = S JI (2.6)
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For the general anisotropic material there must be 36 constants of the stiffness ma-

trix; this number reduces to 21 independent elastic constants because of the symmetries

involved in the stiffness tensor components si jkl. The inverse of Eq2.1 may be expressed

as

ϵi j = ci jklσkl (2.7)

where the ci jkl are the components of the flexibility tensor. Because ci jkl=s−1
i jkl, the

symmetries of si jkl carry over to ci jkl.

For a lamina, in the plane perpendicular to the fibers the material may be approxi-

mately considered as isotropic. Such transversely isotropic materials have the compli-

ance and stiffness matrices given in Voigt form respectively by

C =



1
Et

−
νt
Et
−
νl
Et

0 0 0

−
νt
Et

1
Et

−
νl
Et

0 0 0

−
νl
Et
−
νl
Et

1
El

0 0 0

0 0 0 νt+1
Et

0 0

0 0 0 0 1
2GL

0

0 0 0 0 0 1
2GL



(2.8)

and

S =



ElEtνl
2−Et

2

Etνt2+2Elνl2νt+2Elνl2−Et
−

Et
2νt+ElEtνl

2

Etνt2+2Elνl2νt+2Elνl2−Et
−

ElEtνl
Etνt+2Elνl2−Et

0 0 0

−
Et

2νt+ElEtνl
2

Etνt2+2Elνl2νt+2Elνl2−Et

ElEtνl
2−Et

2

Etνt2+2Elνl2νt+2Elνl2−Et
−

ElEtνl
Etνt+2Elνl2−Et

0 0 0

−
ElEtνl

Etνt+2Elνl2−Et
−

ElEtνl
Etνt+2Elνl2−Et

ElEtνt−ElEt
Etνt+2Elνl2−Et

0 0 0

0 0 0 Et
νt+1 0 0

0 0 0 0 2GL 0

0 0 0 0 0 2GL


(2.9)
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in which El and Et are Young’s moduli in the longitudinal and transverse directions;

GL is the out-of-plane shear modulus, νl is poisson ratio in the longitudinal direction

and νt is poisson ratio in the transverse direction. In FRP laminates El, Et , GL and νt

can simply be calculated using the Young’s moduli for fiber and matrix and the volume

fraction of fibers by using the rule of mixtures as follows:

f =
V f

V f + Vm
(2.10)

El = f E f + (1 − f )Em (2.11)

Et =

(
f

E f
+

1 − f
Em

)−1

(2.12)

νl = f ν f + (1 − f )νm (2.13)

GL =

(
f

G f
+

1 − f
Gm

)−1

(2.14)

where f is the volume fraction of the fibers, E f is Young’s modulus of the fibers, Em is

Young’s modulus of the matrix, ν f is the Poisson ratio of the fibers, νm is the Poisson

ratio of the matrix, G f is shear modulus of the fibers and Gm is shear modulus of the

matrix.

2.4 Failure Modes in Unidirectional FRPs

The development of stress-strain boundaries for a microplane model is a challenging

process. A good knowledge about the general 3D state of stress behavior of the mate-

rial including the inelastic behavior, the material’s response in different loading paths,

directional properties, and fracture processes are needed. In what follows, the mechan-

ical behavior of transversely isotropic FRPs is described.
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2.4.1 Longitudinal Compressive Failure

The compressive loading of a unidirectional FRP has the most complex failure mecha-

nisms. The compressive strength of the unidirectional FRPs is often less than 60% of

their tensile strength, and usually, compressive failure is design limiting. Compression

in fiber direction can cause difficulties in experimental and theoretical models because

of the micro-buckling of fibers, longitudinal splitting of a column of fibers, kink-band

propagation in the fibers, and shear failure of fibers.

2.4.2 Micro-buckling

This mode of failure is the dominant one in uniaxial compression in the longitudinal

direction. In this mode, individual fibers buckle in the matrix anti-symmetrically (orig-

inally suggested by Rosen) which causes the compressive strength to drop [15]. Fig2.4

shows a typical micro-bucking phenomenon.

Figure 2.4: Micro-bucking

The compressive strength for this failure mode is given by

S LC =
Gm

1 − V f
(2.15)

in which S LC , Gm and V f are longitudinal compressive strength, matrix shear modu-

lus, and volume fiber fraction respectively. Experimental data shows that compressive
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strength from Eq3.5 is much higher than observations in real applications. Lower com-

pressive strength can be predicted in conjunction with microbuckling if one considers

imperfections in the form of initial curvature of the fiber or initial fiber misalignment

[16]. In these models, the imperfections are assumed to be uniform. In actuality, fiber

curvature and misalignment are likely to be rather random. However, these models

are valuable in demonstrating the effect of these initial imperfections on compressive

strength. Fiber microbuckling, as illustrated in Eq3.5, is not observed in practice as the

primary failure mode.

2.4.3 Longitudinal Splitting

Current state-of-the-art matrix materials are stiff enough (at least at room temperature)

to provide sufficient support for the fiber. If longitudinal splitting occurs first as shown

in Fig2.5, however, the fiber loses support and can buckle as a column. Longitudinal

splitting can be initiated by transverse stresses. Such transverse stresses can be in-

duced even in compression loading of a unidirectional composite due to a mismatch of

Poisson’s ratios between the fiber and the matrix.

Figure 2.5: Longitudinal splitting
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2.4.4 Kink-band

Another failure mode discussed in detail by Hahn and Williams [17] involves the local

bending or buckling of a fiber. This local fiber instability can lead to the buckling of

adjacent fibers and the formation of a ”kink-band,” leading to shear failure. A kink-

band is illustrated in Fig2.6. The formation of kink-bands can be initiated in regions

where there are voids or where the fiber-matrix interface strength is locally weakened.

Figure 2.6: Kink-band

2.5 Shear Failure of Fibers

The final failure mode observed in a unidirectional composite under compression load-

ing in the logitudinal direction is the shear failure of the fiber as shown in Fig2.7. This

failure mode is commonly observed in pitch base graphite fiber composites and can

also be produced in pan base graphite fiber composites.
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Figure 2.7: Shear failure of fibers

Furthermore, there are other failure modes like shear band formation and buckle

delamination, which are less common. The problem in characterizing composite com-

pression strength arises because these failure modes are all possible in longitudinal

compression. Load introduction, free-edge effects, and specimen misalignment are

factors that may influence the failure mode. In some cases, the observed failure mode

is secondary to other events like delamination.

2.5.1 Longitudinal Tensile Failure

The tensile failure for longitudinal direction for unidirectional FRPs is better under-

stood than compressive failure. Also, for multidirectional composites, usually, failure

occurs when the 0° plies fail. In the fiber-reinforced composites, fibers in the bundle do

not have the same strength. In the tension of unidirectional fiber-reinforced compos-

ites, the weakest fibers fail and stop carrying load upon increasing the tensile load. The

released load from failed fibers are transferred to the neighboring fibers [18, 19, 20, 21].

The increasing load concentration on the neighbor fibers increases the probability of

failure in these fibers. Eventually a high enough load concentration causes the develop-

ment of fiber breakage in clusters, leading to more intensified stress concentration and

finally fracture propagation through the whole cross section. Two key ingredients in
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the tensile failure of FRPs are stress redistribution around a broken fiber and the asso-

ciated fiber strength statistics. Matrix properties and its interface with the fibers govern

the stress redistribution. The strength of the fibers obey Weibull distribution ([22]).

The standard Weibull probability distribution applicable to bundles of fiber failing in

longitudinal tension is given by

p
(
σ f

)
= 1 − exp

(
−

(
L
L0

) (
σ f

σ0

)m)
(2.16)

where p is the probability density of failure, L is the characteristic gauge length, L0 is

the reference gauge length, σ f is the fiber strength, σ0 is the scale parameter and m is

the Weibull modulus.

2.5.2 Lateral Failure

Experimental data show that the dominant modes of the lateral direction failure in the

unidirectional FRPs are failure of the matrix and interfacial fiber-matrix debonding

[23]. The failure of the matrix can occur by yield in the matrix and by cavitation-

induced brittle matrix failure. Fiber-matrix debonding depends on the surface treat-

ments of the fibers, the inherent chemical properties of matrix and fibers, and the man-

ufacturing process of the FRPs [24, 25, 26].

2.6 Models for the Mechanical Behavior of FRPs

Plenty of models exist for predicting the mechanical behavior of FRPs. In most mod-

els, the prediction of strength is the main goal. For example in [27], a model for tensile

loading in the longitudinal direction is presented. This model takes into account the sta-

tistical distribution of the flaws and imperfections among fibers. However, the stresses

in the matrix are neglected by the argument that they are relatively small compared to

those in the fibers. Similarly, the fiber shear strains are ignored by the argument that the
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shear strains in the matrix are higher. Efforts are made to model the FRP mechanical

behavior in compression in the longitudinal direction in [28, 29]. In [30], a model for

lateral loading in FRPs is presented. It considers interface decohesion and matrix plas-

tic deformations. Shear strength prediction based on local stress distributions is treated

in the model studied in [31]. Tsai-Wu failure criterion [32] is focused on the strength of

FRPs subjected to multiaxial loading. More recently, a model has been developed for

anisotropic damage in FRPs in [33]. In this model, the aim is the prediction of failure

and post-failure. However, the experimental data consists of a single strength value.

A micromechanical model for the unidirectional FRP laminates is proposed in [34].

One shortcoming of this study is that the predicted FRP behavior is compared only with

the shear-compression failure envelope. Also, predicted crack patterns are not com-

pared with the experimentally observed crack patterns. Another disadvantage of this

model is the explicit modelling of fiber-matrix interfaces, which makes the model un-

suitable for large scale finite element analysis in complex structures such as ship masts

and aircraft wings. Ideally a transition from microscale FRP behavior to macroscale

FRP behavior is desired so that large scale finite element analyses of large structure for

optimum design purposes becomes feasible. Another micromechanics based model is

the one proposed in [35]. This model includes a non-iterative element-failure method

integrated with a micromechanics-based failure criterion. However, the validation of

model predictions by optimally fitting experimental data is scant and limited to only

four strength points in 3 different failure envelopes.

In [36], a micromechanical smeared-crack model for FRPs is developed. The model

considers neither compression and shear behaviors, nor strength envelopes. Further-

more, the validation includes only comparison with experimental data obtained from

uniaxial tension of notched specimens. In [37], another micromechanical model for

the plasticity of FRPs is proposed. There is no comparison to the experimental data

in this study. The compressive strength of composite plates with a hole is studied in
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[38], but the comparison of the model predictions to experimental data is limited to

the qualitative crack patterns and six strength points. None of these models have the

verified capability to predict and simulate the mechanical behavior of FRPs in general

three-dimensional states of stress. Furthermore, none of these models are suitable for

large scale finite element analyses of large structures needed in space and automotive

industries. This study presents a new model based on the microplane concept for trans-

versely isotropic FPRs: It not only treats the arbitrary three-dimensional stress states

but also it is suitable for large scale finite element analyses of large structures with

complex geometries.

2.7 Microplane Model

The idea of the Microplane model originates from G. I. Taylor in 1938 [39]. Based

on this study, the slip theory of plasticity is developed by Batdorf and Budiansky [40].

Later, a series of reliable models based on the same slip theory of plasticity, called the

Taylor models, are developed for plastic-hardening of polycrystalline metals [41, 42,

43, 44]. In the slip theory of plasticity, the stress vectors are calculated by the so-called

“static constraint”. It means that the slip plane constitutive laws depend on the slip

plane stresses obtained by projecting the Cauchy stress tensor onto the slip planes. The

plastic strains are calculated taking into account work hardening on each slip plane

using these traction vectors. Strain vectors then are superposed to yield the continuum

plastic strain tensor. Elastic strain tensor is obtained using the elastic stiffness tensor

and the Cauchy stress tensor. Finally, this plastic strain tensor is added to the elastic

strain tensor to complete the elastoplastic Taylor type slip plane model.

The microplane models extend the Taylor type plastic slip plane models to multiple

material behaviors such as elasticity, plasticity, fracture and damage. The very first

microplane model is presented for constitutive modelling of elasticity, plasticity and

fracture of concrete. The term microplane refers to a generic plane on which mechan-
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ical processes characteristic of the material take place. For an isotropic material with

weak fracture and damage induced anisotropy, these planes of interest must discretize

all directions in 3D. The FRPs are quasi-brittle materials similar to concrete [45, 46]

but they are strongly anisotropic. Obviously, the static constraint used in the slip theory

of plasticity cannot model the entire range of fracture and damage [43] in quasibrittle

materials. To model the entire range of fracture and damage, the so-called “kinematic

constraint” must be used. It means that the microplane strains are obtained from the

projection of the strain tensor onto the microplanes, and the microplane constitutive

laws are defined as functions of these microplane strain vectors. Thus, in the mi-

croplane models, the material behavior is defined as relations between the components

of microplane stress and strain vectors.

By contrast, in the classical approach of tensorial models, the constitutive laws must

be constructed in terms of the invariants of stress and strain tensors and their principal

values. For example, in tensorial models, a relation between the second invariant of

the deviatoric stress tensor J2 and the first invariant of the stress tensor I1 is needed to

model internal friction in an average sense in concrete and other similar geomaterials.

In reality, however, the internal friction is the result of frictional slip occurring on

specific planes, which the microplane approach can easily model without using any of

these invariants.

The static and kinematic constraints can hold simultaneously for a material only

in the elastic range of the mechanical behavior. For softening behavior of quasi-brittle

materials because of localized fracture, the kinematic constraint is needed [47, 48]. The

microplane stress vectors calculated using the elastoplastic fracturing constitutive laws

as functions of the microplane strains are integrated over the surface of hemisphere

using the principle of virtual work to yield the macroscopic stress tensor. Microplane

models for concrete using kinematic constraint have been developed and improved

since 1980. Notable models range from the model M1 through the model M7, in each
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model a wider range of mechanical behavior of concrete being addressed. Microplane

models are developed for other materials such as anisotropic rock called shale[49],

unidirectional FPRs [14, 50], anisotropic braided FRP composites [51, 52], and bio-

logical soft tissue [53, 54]. Among the microplane models for concrete, the model M7

performs best by solving of the problems exhibited by earlier versions such as exces-

sive lateral expansion in compression, excessive lateral contraction in tension, stress

locking in far post-peak uniaxial tension as well as unrealistic unloading and reloading

in tension. In addition, the model M7 retained all other predictive capabilities of its

predecessors under a wide variety of states of stress [47, 49, 55, 56].
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Chapter 3

Cylindrical Microplane Model

The microplane models for isotropic materials with weak, fracture induced anisotropy

are based on the spherical geometry, e.g. microplane models M0 through M7 and mi-

croplane models for soft tissue. Figure 3.1 shows the discretization of all directions in

3D space using Gaussian quadrature for isotropic materials with weak fracture induced

anisotropy.

The main difference in the case of FRPs is the presence of a strong anisotropy due

to the enormous difference in the stiffness and strength in different directions exhibited

by the material. Although in this case a spherical geometry is clearly not helpful to

capture the material behavior, a microplane model for FRPs using a spherical geom-

etry has already been proposed. This model, which was proposed in 2008, is called

the spectral stiffness microplane model. It relies on the spectral decomposition of the

stiffness tensor over a spherical geometry [14, 50]. The problem with this method is

that the model loses its intuitive nature and restricts the data fitting capabilities of the

model. Essentially this model has similar difficulties as tensorial models and thus it

does not contribute to a detailed modeling of all aspects of the mechanical behavior

of the material. Cylindrical geometry is the natural choice for the modelling of the
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Figure 3.1: Spherical microplane model discretization using Gaussian quadrature ,
taken from [47].

mechanical behavior of transversely isotropic FRPs. The cylinder, with side and top

microplanes, naturally represents both the fiber and the matrix by directionally uncou-

pling the respective mechanical behaviors. In figure 3.2 the cylindrical microplanes are

shown.

3.1 Microplane Stress-Strain Boundaries

The kinematic constraint implies that microplane stress vectors must be functions of

microplane strains due to the strain-softening of the FRPs. These constitutive laws are

defined as bounds, or strain-dependent yield surfaces, on the microplane stresses. The

microplane stress-strain boundaries dictate the material behavior as elastic when the
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Figure 3.2: The cylindrical microplanes

boundaries are not exceeded. Inelastic fracturing behavior is simulated by the bound-

aries when the elastic microplane stresses exceed the boundaries causing the stresses

to drop vertically to the boundary at the same strain.

The concept of boundaries is illustrated in Figure3.3, which depicts the evolution

of microplane stress with increasing microplane strains. Consider a state of stress in

which on a given microplane, stress and strain are given by σ0 and ϵ0. If an increment

of ∆ϵ is applied on the strain acting on this microplane, using elasticity, the value of

the stress becomes σElastic, but because this stress exceeds the boundary, the inelastic

stress is calculated by a vertical drop to the boundary as σFinal.

In order to obtain the boundaries for the cylindrical microplane model for trans-

versely isotropic FRPs, the stress-strain boundaries for the existing microplane models
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Figure 3.3: Microplane stress-strain boundary

is to be reviewed. The concept of the boundaries to characterize all inelastic behavior

for concrete is introduced in the model M3 [57]. In the models M1 and M2, a smoothly

curved inelastic stress-strain relation is used on the microplane [58, 59]. The difficulty

with this approach is the calibration of the model: It turns out that it is difficult to

control the peak stress and post-peak strain softening behavior. In model M3, the sud-

den transition from elastic behavior inside the boundary to softening on the boundary

creates a very sharp macroscopic response compared to test data. In model M2, sepa-

rate strain softening for volumetric and deviatoric stress components are implemented.

This separation is justified postulating two independent softening processes that occur

simultaneously. Strain softening is expected to localize into one of these stress compo-

nents [60]. Indeed, strain localizes into the volumetric softening while the deviatoric

stress is unloaded. Consequently, excessive lateral expansion happens in compression.

By the introduction of stress-strain boundary in model M3, the tensile strain-softening

is controlled through a boundary on the microplane normal stress component as in the
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model M1. The normal stress boundary is imposed in addition to deviatoric bound-

aries, and the problem of excessive lateral expansion in M2 is corrected. In model M4,

horizontal boundaries (yield limits) are introduced to account for pressure dependent

plasticity of concrete [61]. Furthermore, these horizontal yield limits prevent localiza-

tion of inelastic strains to just one microplane while the rest of the microplanes unload

in the strain-softening regime of the mechanical behavior. With the introduction of

horizontal boundaries, the yielding gradually spreads over many microplanes. The dis-

advantages of the M4 model are (1) spurious excessive lateral contraction in tension

and (2) stress locking at far post-peak tensile strains. In model M5, this problem is

tackled by employing two isotropic microplane models statically and kinematically

constrained and coupled in series. However, the robustness emerged as a new difficulty

in model M5 preventing its use in the finite element analysis in arbitrary 3D states

of stress. In the model M5, the shear boundary has different roles in tension and in

compression. In compressive loading, the shear boundary serves as a frictional yield

surface in the plane of shear stress versus normal stress, with the cohesion gradually

approaching zero as the fracturing damage increases. However, in the tensile range, the

frictional boundary cannot be closed, because it would cause excessive pre-peak plastic

strain and shift the stress peak too far to the right along the strain axis. Rather, the shear

response in tension must remain almost elastic until the peak, which is ensured by el-

evating the tensile portion of the frictional boundary. Thus, the frictional boundary is

formulated as shear stress boundary proportional to the normal tensile stress in tension.

In the microplane model M7, the lastest microplane model for concrete, there is no

tensile deviatoric boundary unlike the models M3 through M6. Thus, there are only

four different stress-strain boundaries in the model M7:

1. Normal boundary, which defines tensile normal stress as a function of tensile

normal strain.

2. Volumetric boundary, which defines pressure as a function of volumetric strain.
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3. Deviatoric boundary, which defines compressive deviatoric stress as a function

of compressive deviatoric strain.

4. Plastic-frictional yield surface, which defines shear stress resultant as a function

of normal stress.

In the models M4 and M5, the shear boundary (the plastic-frictional yield surface)

is applied to shear components in m and l directions separately. On the other hand,

it is applied to the shear resultant in the model M7 instead of shear components. The

resultants of the microplane stress σT and strain ϵT are defined as:

ϵT =
√
ϵ2L + ϵ

2
M and σT =

√
σ2

L + σ
2
M (3.1)

The spherocylindrical microplane constitutive model, developed for shale [62, 63]

and other anisotropic rocks, is made up of a cylindrical microplane model and a classi-

cal spherical microplane model. The classical spherical and the cylindrical microplane

models are coupled in parallel. The kinematic constraint is used in both models. The

tensile normal boundary of the spherical part is used to simulate the tensile fracture and

cracking damage. The tensile deviatoric boundary of the spherical part is introduced to

control the lateral strain with volume expansion under weakly confined or unconfined

compression. The compressive deviatoric boundary of the spherical system controls

the spherical part axial crushing strain in compression when the lateral confinement

is too weak. The shear boundary of the spherical part, which is a frictional shear

boundary, depends on normal microplane stress, microplane orientation (dip angle),

and volumetric strain. The compressive volumetric boundary of the spherical part is

designed so that the hydrostatic compression in quasibrittle materials like concrete and

shale creates no softening. Also, pressure closes microcracks and voids causing pro-

gressive hardening. The tensile normal boundary of the cylindrical part controls the

tensile cracking. The compressive normal boundary of the cylindrical part controls the
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failure mechanism in compression when the confining pressure is not too high. The

shear boundary of the cylindrical part mainly controls the failure when the confining

pressure is high.

3.2 Cylindrical Microplane Formulation

In the cylindrical microplane model the elastic stress and strain vectors for each mi-

croplane are obtained by applying the static constraint and the inelastic strains are

obtained by applying the kinematic constraint [44]:

ϵN = ϵi jNi j; ϵM = ϵi jMi j; ϵL = ϵi jLi j (3.2)

σe
N = σ

e
i jNi j; σe

M = σ
e
i jMi j; σe

L = σ
e
i jLi j (3.3)

In Eq3.2 and 3.3 , ϵN is the normal microplane strain, ϵL and ϵM are the components

of the in-plane microplane shear strain vector, σe
N is the elastic microplane normal

stress, σe
L and σe

M are the in-plane microplane shear stress vector components, Ni j ,

Mi j and Li j are geometric tensors defined by

Ni j = nin j; Mi j =
1
2

(
nim j + n jmi

)
; Li j =

1
2

(
nil j + n jli

)
(3.4)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3.

In Eqs3.4, n is the unit normal vector defined at each microplane, m and l are

orthogonal in-plane unit vectors in each microplane. For lateral microplanes these
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vectors are given by

n = [cos θ sin θ 0] ; m = [0 0 1] ; l = [− sin θ cos θ 0] (3.5)

Thus

N =


cos2 θ cos θ sin θ 0

cos θ sin θ sin2 θ 0

0 0 0



L =


− cos θ sin θ (cos2 θ − sin2 θ)/2 0

(cos2 θ − sin2 θ)/2 cos θ sin θ 0

0 0 0

 (3.6)

M =


0 0 (cos θ)/2

0 0 (sin θ)/2

(cos θ)/2 (sin θ)/2 0


For the top microplane these vectors are given by:

n = [0 0 1] ; m = [−1 0 0] ; l = [0 1 0] (3.7)
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which lead to

Nt =


0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1



Mt =


0 0 −1/2

0 0 0

−1/2 0 0

 (3.8)

Lt =


0 0 0

0 0 1/2

0 1/2 0


3.3 Micro-macro Stress Equilibrium

Consider a unit cylinder with radius r = 1 and unit height h = 1. The virtual work of

stress and strain tensors over the volume of this cylinder is given by
∫
Ω
σi jδϵi jdΩ. The

virtual work of the microplane stress and strain components over the surface of this

unit cylinder is given by
∫
∂Ω

(σNδϵN + σMδϵM + σLδϵL) dA. Next, we postulated that

∫
V
σijδϵijdV =

∫
A

(σNδϵN+σMδϵM+σLδϵL) dA (3.9)

For fracturing materials, the relationship between the strain tensor components ϵi j and

the microplane strains ϵN , ϵM and ϵL is given by Eq3.2. Taking the variation relative

to the strain tensor components ϵi j of Eq3.2 and substituting it into Eq3.9 leads to the

micro-macro stress equilibrium equation given by

[
σij

∫
V

dV −
∫

A

(
σNNij + σMMij + σLLij

)
dA

]
δϵij = 0
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∀ δϵij , 0

which leads to

σij =
2
π

∫
A

(
σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij

)
dA (3.10)

In numerical calculations, the integral in Eq3.10 is approximated by Gaussian quadra-

ture using

σij =
2
π

np∑
k=1

wk

(
σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij

)
(3.11)

where wk are the Gaussian quadrature weights and the expression in the parenthesis is

evaluated at Gaussian quadrature points. For the half cylinder,
∑np

k=1 wk = π + π = 2π

in which the first π comes from side microplanes and the second one comes from

the top microplanes. At the top of the cylinder, there is only one microplane and

consequently, the weight factor is equal to the area of the circle at the top, and its value

is π. However, for the top microplane the area is considered as π/2 so as to match the

stress tensor calculated using the transversely isotropic elastic stiffness tensor. Thus, if

top microplane is considered separately one has

σij =
2
π

[∫
A

(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij) dA +
∫

At

(σNtNij+ σMtMij+σLtLij) dAt

]
(3.12)

which leads to

σij =
2
π

np−1∑
k=1

wk(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij)

 + 2(σNtNij+ σMtMij+σLtLij) (3.13)

where σNt , σMt and σLt are the microplane normal, m direction shear and l direction

shear stresses respectively for the top plane.
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3.4 Weight Factors

Theoretically when the number of microplanes (which coincides with the number of

quadrature points) increases, the accuracy also must increase. However, there is an op-

timum number of microplanes that provides sufficiently high accuracy and thus using

more microplanes yields only diminishing improvement in the accuracy at an increas-

ing computational cost. In order to use the Gaussian quadrature the first integral in

Eq.3.12 for the lateral microplanes can be written as

∫
A

(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij) dA =
1
2

∫ 2π

0
(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij)dθ (3.14)

Using the transformation a = θ/π − 1 the right hand side of Eq3.14 becomes

1
2

∫ 2π

0
(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij)dθ =

π

2

∫ 1

−1
(σNNij+ σMMij+σLLij)da (3.15)

From [64] one has ∫ 1

−1
f (x) dx =

n∑
i=0

wi. f (xi) (3.16)

For Gauss points numbers n = 8, 16 and 24 the linear locations and weights as well

as the angular locations and weights are shown in Table3.1, Table3.2 and Table3.3

respectively in order to carry out the sum in Eq3.16.
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i (Number of Microplane) xi wi θ(rad) wθ

1 0.960289 0.101228 6.15843 0.159009

2 -0.96029 0.101228 0.124756 0.159009

3 0.796666 0.222381 5.644393 0.349315

4 -0.79667 0.222381 0.638793 0.349315

5 0.525532 0.313707 4.7926 0.492769

6 -0.52553 0.313707 1.490585 0.492769

7 0.183434 0.362684 3.717868 0.569702

8 -0.18343 0.362684 2.565318 0.569702

Table 3.1: Gauss points and the corresponding weights for 8 lateral microplanes

i (Number of Microplane) xi wi θ(rad) wθ

1 0.9894 0.027152 6.249884 0.04265

2 -0.9894 0.027152 0.033301 0.04265

3 0.944575 0.062253 6.109063 0.097787

4 -0.94458 0.062253 0.174123 0.097787

5 0.865631 0.095159 5.861053 0.149475

6 -0.86563 0.095159 0.422133 0.149475

7 0.7554 0.12462 5.514752 0.195753

8 -0.7554 0.12462 0.768434 0.195753

9 0.617876 0.149595 5.082707 0.234983

10 -0.61788 0.149595 1.200478 0.234983

11 0.458016 0.169156 4.580492 0.26571

12 -0.45802 0.169156 1.702693 0.26571

13 0.2816 0.182603 4.026265 0.286832
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14 -0.2816 0.182603 2.25692 0.286832

15 0.095 0.18945 3.440044 0.297587

16 -0.095 0.18945 2.843141 0.297587

Table 3.2: Gauss points and the corresponding weights for 16 lateral mi-

croplanes

i (Number of Microplane) xi wi θ(rad) wθ

1 0.06405 0.127938 3.342812 0.200965

2 -0.06405 0.127938 2.940374 0.200965

3 0.19111 0.125837 3.741982 0.197665

4 -0.19111 0.125837 2.541203 0.197665

5 0.31504 0.12167 4.13132 0.19112

6 -0.31504 0.12167 2.151865 0.19112

7 0.43379 0.115506 4.504384 0.181436

8 -0.43379 0.115506 1.778801 0.181436

9 0.54549 0.107444 4.8553 0.168773

10 -0.54542 0.107444 1.428105 0.168773

11 0.64809 0.097619 5.177627 0.153339

12 -0.64809 0.097619 1.105558 0.153339

13 0.74012 0.08619 5.466748 0.135387

14 -0.74012 0.08619 0.816437 0.135387

15 0.82 0.073346 5.717699 0.115212

16 -0.82 0.073346 0.565487 0.115212

17 0.88641 0.059299 5.926332 0.093146

18 -0.88641 0.059299 0.356854 0.093146
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19 0.93827 0.044277 6.089255 0.069551

20 -0.93827 0.044277 0.193931 0.069551

21 0.97472 0.028531 6.203766 0.044817

22 -0.97472 0.028531 0.079419 0.044817

23 0.99518 0.012341 6.268043 0.019386

24 -0.99518 0.012341 0.015142 0.019386

Table 3.3: Gauss points and the corresponding weights for 24 lateral mi-

croplanes
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Chapter 4

Cylindrical Microplane Model

in Finite Element Calculations

4.1 Development of the Stress- Strain Boundaries for

Finite Element Calculations

During the development of the cylindrical microplane stress-strain boundaries, the ini-

tial shape of all the boundaries has been considered the same as in Fig3.3. The final

form of these boundaries has been determined iteratively by successively solving the

problems revealed by optimal data fitting of experimental data in each set of bound-

aries. Once all test data can be fit well, the iterations are stopped and the current

microplane boundaries are accepted as the true boundaries.

In these iterative processes initially a single Gauss point driver is used to check

the material responses to different load paths and correct the microplane boundaries

accordingly. The driver is a small implicit program written in Fortran 90 that uses the

initial stiffness method. Eventually the final form of these boundaries are calibrated
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and verified using finite element analyses. This intermediate step seems to accelerate

the model development in its initial stages.

In what follows a total of 3 major iterations in obtaining the final form of the mi-

croplane boundaries are presented.

4.1.1 Iteration 1

The very first set of boundaries considered is as follows. For the normal boundary of

the lateral microplanes, the following equations are considered for compression and

tension respectively:

σB
Ntm = C1Et e−(C3< ϵN− k1>) (4.1)

σB
Ncm = C2Et e−(C4<|ϵN | − k2>) (4.2)

in which < x >= max(0, x) called the Macauley brackets; C1, C2, C3, C4, k1 and k2 are

adjustable parameters.

The normal boundaries in tension and compression respectively for the top mi-

croplane are proposed as

σB
Nt f = C5El e−(C7< ϵN− k3>) (4.3)

σB
Nc f = C6El e−(C8<|ϵN | − k4>) (4.4)

where C5,C6, C7, C8, and k4 are adjustable parameters.

The lateral microplane L and M-direction shear boundaries respectively are pro-

posed to be

σB
L f =

C9 (1+νt)
Et

e−(C11<|ϵL | − k5>) (4.5)

σB
Mm = 2C10GL e−(C12<|ϵM | − k6>) (4.6)

where C9, C10, C11, C12, k5 and k6 are adjustable parameters.
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The top microplane L and M-direction shear behaviors must be described by the

same boundary, which is given by

σB
L,M f = 2C13GL e−(C14<|ϵL,M| − k7>) (4.7)

in which C13, C14 and k7 are adjustable parameters. The parameters C1, C2, C5,

C6, C9, C10, and C13 scale the stress-strain boundaries vertically. The parameters

k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6 and k7 determine the initiation of softening in these boundaries.

Finally the parameters C3, C4, C7, C8, C11, C12 and C14 tune the post-peak slope of

the stress-strain boundaries.

These boundaries unfortunately could not satisfactorily fit experimental data be-

cause the parameters cannot control the threshold of nonlinearity and the slope of the

softening part of the response for lateral direction load paths.

4.1.2 Iteration 2

The next set of boundaries considered are as follows. The lateral microplane normal

boundaries in compression and tension respectively are given by

σB
Ntm = c1Et(h1ϵN + s1)e−(c3<ϵN−k1>) (4.8)

σB
Ntm = c2Et(h2ϵN + s2)e−(c4<|ϵN |−k2>) (4.9)

where C1,C2, C3, C4, h1, h2, S 1, S 2, k1 and k2are adjustable parameters.

The normal microplane boundaries in tension and compression respectively for the

top microplane are proposed as

σB
Nt f = El (h3ϵN + S 3) e−(C5< ϵN− k3>) (4.10)
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σB
Nc f = El (h4 |ϵN | + S 4) e−(C6<|ϵN | − k4>) (4.11)

where C5,C6, h3, h4, S 3, S 4, k3 and k4 are adjustable parameters.

The lateral microplane L and M-direction shear boundaries are given by

σB
L f =

Et

1 + νt
(h5 |ϵL| + S 5) e−(C7<|ϵL | − k5>) (4.12)

σB
Mm = 2GL (h6 |ϵM | + S 6) e−(C8<|ϵM | − k6>) (4.13)

where C7,C8, h5, h6, S 5, S 6, k5 and k6 are adjustable parameters.

The L and M-direction shear boundaries respectively for the top microplane are

given by

σB
L f = 2GL (h7 |ϵL| + S 7) e−(C9<|ϵL | − k7>) (4.14)

σB
M f = 2GL (h7 |ϵM | + S 7) e−(C9<|ϵM | − k7>) (4.15)

where C9, S 7, h7 and k7 are adjustable parameters.

In this set of boundaries, the k-parameters can determine the fracture initiation

point, S parameters tune the trigger point of nonlinearity, h-parameters determine non-

linear hardening slope and C-parameters determine the post-peak slope with the ex-

ception of C1 and C2, which tune the magnitude of the horizontal plastic response in

the above boundaries. Thus these boundaries can be controlled much better using the

parameters and thus the roles of these parameters are clearly determined. However,

when the first lateral microplane starts softening, adjacent microplanes continue to re-

sist higher and higher loads before they also start softening. Consequently, the whole

fracture process on the macro scale overshoots the experimental data.
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4.1.3 Iteration 3

In this iteration, the boundaries considered are as follows: The normal microplane

boundaries for the lateral microplanes for tension and compression are given respec-

tively by

σB
Ntm = C1Et(h1ϵN + S 1) e−(C3a1) (4.16)

σB
Ncm = C2Et(h2 |ϵN | + S 2) e−(C4a2) (4.17)

in which a1 = <ϵN pt − k1>, a2 = <
∣∣∣ϵN pc

∣∣∣ − k2>, ϵN pt is the maximum principal

microplane strain, ϵN pc is the minimum principal microplane strain, C1, C2, C3, C4,

h1, h2, S 1, S 2, k1 and k2 are adjustable parameters.

The normal microplane boundaries for the top microplane in tension and compres-

sion are given respectively by

σB
Nt f = El(h3ϵN + S 3) e−(C5a3) (4.18)

σB
Nc f = El(h4 |ϵN | + S 4) e−(C6a4) (4.19)

in which a3 = <ϵN − k3>, a4 = < |ϵN | − k4>, C5,C6, h3, h4, S 3, S 4, k3 and k4 are

adjustable parameters.

The L and M direction shear boundaries for lateral microplanes are given respec-

tively by

σB
L f =

Et

1 + νt
(h5 |ϵL| + S 5) e−(C7a5) (4.20)

σB
Mm = 2GL(h6 |ϵM | + S 6) e−(C8a6) (4.21)

where a5 = <
∣∣∣ϵLp

∣∣∣ − k5>, a6 = <
∣∣∣ϵMp

∣∣∣ − k6>, C7,C8, h5, h6, S 5, S 6, k5 and k6 are

adjustable parameters.

The L and M direction shear boundaries for the top microplane are given by the
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same boundary, defined as

σB
L,M f = 2GL(h7

∣∣∣ϵL,M ∣∣∣ + S 7) e−(C9a7,L,M) (4.22)

in which a7,L,M= <
∣∣∣ϵL,M ∣∣∣ -k7>, C9, S 7, h7 and k7 are adjustable parameters.

Using the principal microplane stress in the boundaries of lateral microplanes al-

lows the correct softening process for all lateral microplanes. In fact, in these formu-

lations for lateral microplanes, when the first microplane with the maximum principal

microplane stress trigger softening, the other side microplane, regardless of their mi-

croplane stress, start the softening process. This phenomenon can be explained by

the experimental fact that when a part of the matrix (represented by the lateral mi-

croplanes) around the fiber begins to crack, the crack will grow in the matrix around

the fiber rapidly.

However, it was found out that this boundary could achieve outstanding fits in all

uniaxial loading paths but not in tansverse shear.

The normal microplane boundaries for the lateral microplanes for tension and com-

pression have a determinant effect on the transverse shear. These boundaries cannot fit

lateral and transverse shear loading paths simultaneously. Tuning the parameters for

both lateral tension and compression loading path makes a sudden sharp drop before

the fracture and unstable post-peak in transverse shear response.

In order to solve this problem, lateral microplane boundaries must respond differ-

ently to shear and lateral normal loadings. This problem is solved in the next iteration

of formulations, and biaxial and multiaxial responses are improved.
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4.1.4 The Final Iteration

In this final iteration, the normal microplane boundaries for the lateral microplanes for

tension and compression are given respectively by

σB
Ntm =

C1

Et
(h1ϵN + S 1) e−(a1+C5a2) (4.23)

σB
Ncm =

C2

Et
(h2 |ϵN | + S 2) e−(a1+C6a3) (4.24)

where ϵV = ϵ1 + ϵ2 in the isotropy plane, a1 = C3<ϵV − k1> if ϵV ≥ 0 and a1 =

C4< |ϵV | − k2> if ϵV < 0, a2 = <ϵN pt − k3>, a3 = <
∣∣∣ϵN pc

∣∣∣ − k4>, ϵN pt is the maxi-

mum principal microplane stress, ϵN pc is the minimum principal microplane stress, C1,

C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 h1, h2, S 1, S 2, k1, k2, k3 and k4 are adjustable parameters.

The normal boundaries in tension and compression respectively for the top mi-

croplane are given by

σB
Nt f = El(h3ϵN + S 3) e−(C7a4) (4.25)

σB
Nc f = El(h4 |ϵN | + S 4) e−(C8a5) (4.26)

where a4 = <ϵN+(Et/El) |ϵV | −k5>, a5 = < |ϵN |+(Et/El) |ϵV | −k6>, C7,C8, h3, h4, S 3, S 4, k5

and k6 are adjustable parameters.

The lateral microplane L and M-direction shear boundaries respectively are given

by

σB
Lm =

Et

1 + νt
(h5 |ϵL| + S 5) e−(C9a6+a1) (4.27)

σB
Mm = 2GL(h6 |ϵM | + S 6) e−(C10a7+a1) (4.28)

where a6 = <
∣∣∣ϵLp

∣∣∣ − k7>, a7 = <
∣∣∣ϵMp

∣∣∣ − k8>, C9,C10, h5, h6, S 5, S 6, k7 and k8 are

adjustable parameters.
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The top microplane resultant shear boundary is given by

σB
s f = 2GL(h7 |ϵs| + S 7) e−(C11a8) (4.29)

in which a8 = < |ϵs| − k9>, ϵs =
√
ϵL2 + ϵM2, C11, S 7, h7 and k9 are adjustable param-

eters.

In this boundary, ϵV solves the incompatibility problem between lateral and trans-

verse shear loading path fitting. In fact, uniaxial lateral tension, lateral compression,

and transverse shear loading path can fit experimental data with stable post-peak at the

same time.

The main benefit of the using ϵV in boundary formulation of the lateral microplanes

is that it allows fracture mechanism in lateral normal loading and shear loading to be

differentiated. On the other hand, ϵV connects lateral loading to the top microplane.

This improves the multiaxial loading response. The other advantage of this boundary

formulation is that only eight lateral microplanes are sufficient to achieve good enough

accuracy in the numerical calculations.

Although the meaning of adjustable and fixed parameters and the procedure for

tuning them will be explained in detail later, we explain briefly how to obtain the values

of these parameters as follows.

Except for C1 and C2, the C parameter values can be obtained from post-peak

slope data fitting in uniaxial tension, compression, and shear loading in lateral and

longitudinal directions. C1 and C2 can be tuned from the amplitude of lateral normal

stress in uniaxial loading for tension and compression respectively.

The k parameters can be tuned by optimally matching the experimental peak stress

location from uniaxial loading in lateral and longitudinal directions.

The S parameter values may be obtained by optimally approximating the nonlin-

earity initiation points in stress-strain test data of uniaxial loading in compression and

tension for lateral and longitudinal directions.
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Finally, the h parameters are obtained from optimally approximating the slope of

nonlinear part of the stress-strain test data of uniaxial loading in compression and ten-

sion for lateral and longitudinal directions.

4.2 Cylindrical Microplane Model for Large Scale Sim-

ulations

In order to use the cylindrical microplane model for FRPs in large-scale simulations,

the model is coded into the Abaqus/explicit VUMAT material subroutine. The subrou-

tine is given in the Appendix.

Inside the main loop of the VUMAT for each Gauss point, first the previous state at

the Gauss point is obtained from state variables. The state variables include previous

values of the strain tensor components ϵ0i j, previous values of microplane stresses, σ0
N ,

σ0
M , σ0

L and the state variable for deleting deformed elements.

To calculate the microplane strains and their increments, the initial value of strain

tensor is available from the previous step, and in the VUMAT strain tensor increment is

provided. The microplane stains are then calculated using Eqs3.2 and their increment

is calculated as

ϵN = Nijϵij ϵM = Mijϵij ϵL = Lijϵij (4.30)

∆ϵN = Nij∆ϵij ∆ϵM = Mij∆ϵij ∆ϵL = Lij∆ϵij (4.31)

Evaluation of the elastic stress tensor increment is evaluated using the strain tensor

increment and elastic stiffness tensor, which is the inverse of the compliance tensor. In

Voigt form, these equations read as

∆σI = S −1
IJ ∆ϵJ (4.32)

where I and J vary from 1 to 6.
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The next steps in this section are the projection of the increment of elastic stress

tensor onto the microplanes and calculating the current elastic microplane stresses and

strains:

∆σN = Nij∆σij ∆σM = Mij∆σij ∆σL = Lij∆σij (4.33)

σN = σ
0
N + ∆σN σM = σ

0
M + ∆σM σL = σ

0
L + ∆σL (4.34)

The loading and unloading on the microplanes are to be treated differently. If the

loading path is unlcoading and ϵN , 0, ϵM , 0, ϵL , 0 the microplane stresses are

calculated as:

σN = (
σ 0

N

ϵN
)( ϵN + ∆ϵN) (4.35)

σM = (
σ 0

M

ϵM
)( ϵM + ∆ϵM) (4.36)

σL = (
σ 0

L

ϵL
)( ϵL + ∆ϵL) (4.37)

If the loading path is not unloading, in the next section of the algorithm the microplane

boundaries σB
Ntm, σB

Ncm , σB
Nt f , σB

Nc f , σ
B
Lm , σB

Mm and σB
s f are calculated and imposed

onto the microplane stresses. To this end, for the top microplane one has

σN = max(min
(
σN , σ

B
Nt f

)
,−σB

Nc f ) (4.38)

σL = min(σs , σ
B
s f )
σL

σs
(4.39)

σM = min(σs , σ
B
s f )
σM

σs
(4.40)

where σs =

√
σL

2 + σM
2.

For the lateral microplanes one has:

σN = max(min
(
σN , σ

B
Ntm

)
,−σB

Ncm) (4.41)
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σL = min(|σL| , σ
B
Lm)
σL

|σL|
(4.42)

σM = min(|σM | , σ
B
Mm)
σM

|σM |
(4.43)

Next, the excessively distorted elements should be deleted. Two indicators are used to

determine if the element must be deleted: |ϵpi| > ϵmax and |ϵp| > ϵmax. Here ϵpi and ϵp

are the maxima of the absolute values of principal strains in the isotropy plane and the

three-dimensional strain tensor. ϵmax is the value of the maximum allowable strain for

distortion. Once the conditions for deleting the element are satisfied, the state variable

for element deletion is updated and thus the element is deleted. The last section of the

algorithm calculates the final stress tensor using the stress equilibrium equation given

by Eq 3.13. Finally, the state variables are updated.

4.3 Calibration of the Parameters

In order to calibrate the model for a specific FRP, uniaxial loading tests in the longi-

tudinal direction, lateral direction, as well as in longitudinal shear and in transverse

shear are needed. Although there are many parameters in the model, some parame-

ters have little to no sensitivity to changes in the FRP type, so these parameters do not

need to be calibrated. The meaning of all the parameters of the model which consitst

of C-parameters, k-parameters, s-parameters and h-parameters are given in Table4.1,

Table4.2, Table4.3 and Table4.4.

The parameter with de-

fault value

The parameter determines

C1 = 300 the initial postpeak slope of the lateral direction stress-

strain curve in tension

C2 = 100 the initial postpeak slope of the lateral direction stress-

strain curve in compression
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C3 = 50 the far postpeak slope of the lateral direction stress-strain

curve in tension and transverse shear stress-strain curve

C4 = 50 the far postpeak slope of the lateral direction stress-strain

curve in compression and transverse shear stress-strain

curve

C5 = 0.5 the magnitude of lateral direction stress in tension

C6 = 0.5 the magnitude of lateral direction stress in compression

C7 = 100 the initial postpeak slope of longitudinal direction stress-

strain curve in tension

C8 = 200 the postpeak slope of longitudinal direction stress-strain

curve in compression

C9 = 50 the postpeak slope of transverse shear stress-strain curve

C10 = 100 the initial postpeak slop of along-the-fiber shear

C11 = 100 the far postpeak slope of along-the-fiber shear

Table 4.1: The C parameters used in the model, their default values and their

roles

The parameter with de-

fault value

The parameter determines the location of

k1 = 0.001 the peak stress on the lateral direction stress-strain curve

in tension

k2 = 0.01 the peak stress on the lateral direction stress-strain curve

in compression
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k3 = 0.03 the onset point of softening on far postpeak in the lateral

direction stress-strain curve in tension and the transverse

shear stress-strain curve

k4 = 0.03 the onset point of softening on far postpeak in the lat-

eral direction stress-strain curve in compression and the

transverse shear stress-strain curve

k5 = 0.02 the peak stress on the longitudinal direction stress-strain

curve in tension

k6 = 0.02 the peak stress on the longitudinal directionstress-strain

curve in compression

k7 = 0.01 the peak stress on the transverse shear stress-strain curve

k8 = 0.03, k9 = 0.02 the peak stress on the along-the-longitudinal direction

shear stress-strain curve

Table 4.2: The k parameters used in the model, their default values and their

roles

The parameter with de-

fault value

The parameter determines the location of

s1 = 0.01 the onset point of inelasticity in the lateral direction

stress-strain curve in tension

s2 = 0.015 the onset point of inelasticity in the lateral direction

stress-strain curve in compression

s3 = 0.01 the onset point of inelasticity of longitudinal direction

stress-strain curve in tension

s4 = 0.005 the onset point of inelasticity in longitudinal direction

stress-strain curve in compression
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s5 = 0.002 the onset point of inelasticity in transverse shear stress-

strain curve

s6 = 0.0025 the onset point of initial inelasticity in along-the-fiber

shear stress-strain curve

s7 = 0.0025 the onset point of near peak inelasticity in along-the-fiber

shear stress-strain curve

Table 4.3: The s parameters used in the model, their default values and their

role

The parameter with de-

fault value

The parameter determines

h1 = 1.5 the prepeak slope of nonlinearity in the lateral direction

stress-strain curve in tension

h2 = 1.5 the prepeak slope of nonlinearity in the lateral direction

stress-strain curve in compression

h3 = 0.5 the prepeak slope of nonlinearity in fiber direction stress-

strain curve in tension

h4 = 0.5 the prepeak slope of nonlinearity in fiber direction stress-

strain curve in compression

h5 = 1 the prepeak slope of nonlinearity in transverse shear

stress-strain curve

h6 = 0.5, h7 = 0.5 the slopes of initial nonlinearity and near-peak nonlinear-

ity respectively in longitudinal shear stress-strain curve.

Table 4.4: The h parameters used in the model, their default values and their

roles
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4.4 Calibration Procedure

It may seem that there are many parameters in the model, but these parameters can

be calibrated easily for any transversely isotropic FRP. The calibration procedure in-

cludes four steps; however, in some problems it may not be necessary to tune all pa-

rameters, and thus they can be kept at their default values. The calibration should

start with the parameters set to their default values given in Table4.1, Table4.2, Ta-

ble4.3 and Table4.4. The calibration procedure consists of the determineation of first

the k-parameters, next the s-parameters, followed by the h-parameters and finally the

C-parameters. To this end, the following steps must be carried out:

1. k1 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lateral

direction.

2. k2 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

lateral direction.

3. k3, k4 and k7 must be determined by optimally fitting transverse shear stress

versus transverse shear strain data.

4. k5 must be determined by fitting uniaxial tension test data in the longitudinal

direction.

5. k6 must be determined by fitting uniaxial compression test data in the longitudi-

nal direction.

6. k8 and k9 must be determined by optimally fitting longitudinal shear stress versus

longitudinal shear strain data.

7. s1 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lateral

direction.

8. s2 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

lateral direction.
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9. s3 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lon-

gitudinal direction.

10. s4 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

longitudinal direction.

11. s5 must be determined by optimally fitting transverse shear stress versus trans-

verse shear strain data.

12. s6 and s7 must be determined by optimally fitting longitudinal shear stress versus

longitudinal shear strain data.

13. h1 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lateral

direction.

14. h2 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

lateral direction.

15. h3 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lon-

gitudinal direction.

16. h4 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

longitudinal direction.

17. h5 must be determined by optimally fitting transverse shear stress versus trans-

verse shear strain data.

18. h6 and h7 must be determined by optimally fitting longitudinal shear stress versus

longitudinal shear strain data.

19. C1 and C3 must be determined from optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data

in the lateral direction.

20. C2 and C4 must be determined from optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data

in the lateral direction.
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21. C7 must be obtained from optimally fitting uniaxial tension test data in the lon-

gitudinal direction.

22. C8 must be determined by optimally fitting uniaxial compression test data in the

longitudinal direction.

23. C9 must be determined by optimally fitting transverse shear stress versus trans-

verse shear strain data.

24. C10 and C11 must be determined by optimally fitting along-the-fiber shear stress

vs along-the-fiber shear strain data.

25. C5 and C6 must be kept at their default values generally. However, they can be

obtained from lateral direction pre-peak data fitting if necessary.

The C parameters are known to have little to no sensitivity to changes in the FRP

type, whereas the k parameters should be calibrated for different FRPs. The s and h

parameters (onset points of behavior change and slopes at these points, respectively)

are to be calibrated for different FRPs as well.
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Chapter 5

Verification

The complete mechanical characterization of a transversely isotropic FRP consists

of a total of 6 different test data on lateral direction compression and tension, lon-

gitudinal direction compression and tension, longitudinal shear and transverse shear.

Unfortunately, such experimental data in the literature for the same FRP is limited.

However, relatively extensive test data are found for AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy and

E-glass/MY750 epoxy in the publications by Soden et al [65, 66]. Moreover, the size

effect test data from three-point bending tests reported in [67] on carbon fiber/epoxy are

useful to verify the model. To verify the model further, open-hole fracture experimental

data on FRP called IM7/8552 obtained form [68] are to be simulated as well.

In crack band models, element size is considered as the characteristic length. The

model developed in this work is meant to be in the sense of the crack band model. That

means, the model parameters are optimized for a cubic hexahedral element with a side

length of 0.5mm unless a different size is indicated in this section. Other element sizes

may certainly be used, but the model needs to be recalibrated for the selected new size

elements following the same calibration procedured discussed in the previous section.

One issue in crack band models is that cracks tend to follow the mesh lines, which
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creates a certain mesh bias in the results. In this study, meshes are chosen to minimize

such interference of arbitrary meshes. The case of arbitrary meshes used in the sense

of crack band model to predict material response is a chanllenging problem which is

not within the scope of this study.

5.1 The Carbon/Epoxy FRP Composite “AS4/3501-6”

The carbon/epoxy FRP composite AS4/3501-6 is used in many engineering applica-

tions such as chassis, brakes, interior structural elements, exterior structural elements,

and the body in automotive, aerospace, aviation, marine, rail, and mass transit indus-

tries. In Table5.1, the properties of AS4/3501-6 are given.

Fiber type AS4

Matrix type 3501-6 Epoxy

Transverse modulus, Et 11 GPa

Longitudinal modulus, El 126 GPa (initial modulus)

Longitudinal shear

modulus,Gl

6.6 GPa

Major Poisson’s ratio, νt 0.4

Through-thickness Pois-

son’s ratio, νl

0.28

Fiber volume fraction, ν f 60%

Longitudinal tensile strength 1950 MPa

Longitudinal compressive

strength

1480 MPa

Transverse tensile strength 48 MPa

Transverse compressive

strength

200 MPa
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Table 5.1: Properties of the carbon/epoxy FRP composite AS4/3501-6.

The optimum parameter values determined using the procedure discussed in Sec-

tion 3.4 are given in Table5.2.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

C1 400 k7 0.01

C2 100 k8 0.02

C3 50 k9 0.015

C4 50 s1 0.01

C5 0.454 s2 0.011

C6 0.454 s3 0.0067

C7 100 s4 0.0045

C8 200 s5 0.0025

C9 50 s6 0.0025

C10 100 s7 0.0025

C11 120 h1 1.5

k1 0.0013 h2 1.4

k2 0.0128 h3 0.5

k3 0.03 h4 0.5

k4 0.03 h5 1

k5 0.018 h6 0.5

k6 0.015 h7 0.8

Table 5.2: Optimum parameter values for carbon/epoxy FRP composite

AS4/3501-6

For the longitudinal direction tension, the comparison of the simulation results us-
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ing the present model and experimental data are shown in Fig5.1. In this simulation,a

prismatic specimen with a rectangular cross section is considered. The specimen is

16.5mm in length, 10mm in height, and 5mm in width. Hexahedral elements of 0.5mm

in size are used in the mesh, and the longitudinal direction is taken to be parallel to

the loading. A velocity of 0.01 mm/s is applied as tensile loading. The specimen had

a notch in the form of an isosceles triangular prism with a height of 0.5mm and base

dimensions of 0.25mm by 5mm at the mid section. A single transverse crack is ob-

served to start from the notch tip in longitudinal tension and to propagate across the

cross-section perpendicular to the loading.

Figure 5.1: Simulation of the longitudinal tension test for AS4/3501-6 and comparison

to test data

The Fig5.2 compares the test data and the simulation of the same test in longi-

tudinal compression. The same specimen from the longitudinal tension simulation is

used for longitudinal compression as well. Hexahedral elements with the same size of

0.5mm are used to create the mesh. The crack path for the entire load-displacement
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curve in longitudinal direction compression is shown in Fig5.3, which is similar to the

experimentally observed damage patterns given in [69].

Figure 5.2: Simulation of the longitudinal compression test for AS4/3501-6 and com-

parison to test data

Figure 5.3: The crack path obtained in the simulation of longitudinal compression for

AS4/3501-6
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The compression simulation and test data in compression for this FRP in the lat-

eral direction are compared in Fig5.4. The specimen has the same dimensions as in

longitudinal tension and compression simulations, but the fiber direction is taken as

perpendicular to the fibers. Compressive loading is applied at a velocity of 0.01mm/s.

The specimen has a notch with the same dimensions as in longitudinal direction ten-

sion simulation at the mid section. The crack path for the entire load history is given in

Fig5.5. Typically in the unidirectional FRPs subjected to transverse compression, the

crack propagates at an angle of approximately 50◦ to 56◦ relative to the longitudinal

direction. In the simulation, the obtained crack path has an average inclination of 45◦.

Figure 5.4: The simulation of lateral direction compression for AS4/3501-6 and com-

parison to test data
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Figure 5.5: The simulated crack path in lateral compression for AS4/3501-6

The lateral direction tension simulation and test data are compared in Fig5.6. The

same notched specimen as in longitudinal compression, longitudinal tension and lateral

compression simulations is used in this simulation. The element type is hexahedral

and the element size is strictly the same size, 0.5mm. In the lateral direction tension

simulation, the crack starts from the notch tip and develops perpendicular to fibers until

it crosses the entire cross section.
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Figure 5.6: The simulation of lateral direction tension and comparison to test data for

AS4/3501-6

The Fig5.7 compares the simulated longitudinal shear behavior and test data. The

specimen for this simulation is a thin-walled cylinder loaded in torsion. The outer

and inner radii of the cylinder are 3mm and 3.5mm respectively and the length of the

cylinder is 20mm. Hexahedral elements are used to create the mesh and the same

element size of 0.5mm is employed. The experimental data do not include the post-

peak softening. The reason may be snap-back behavior of the specimen that results

from the stiffness of the testing machine being too low or the size of the specimen

being too large or both [60].

The post-peak snap-back response of the specimens could easily be captured using

the so called arc-length method available for implicit finite element solvers [70]. For

explicit finite element solvers, however, there is no option to automatically capture the

snap-back response. In this study, the post-peak snap-back curves in Figs 5.1,5.2, 5.6

and 5.4 are simulated as follows:
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1. Delete the distorted elements, if there are any, using the criteria of maximum

principal isotropy plane strain ϵmax ≥ 3%,

2. unload to zero just before the loss of stability in the calculations,

3. reload to produce further fracture and go to the first step above; continue this

loop until the post-peak snap-back curve is obtained completely.

In the crack band models the fracture energy, and thus the area below the load-displacement

curve, depend on element size [45]. In other words, in this class of models the element

width perpendicular to the crack is the localization limiter. Because the crack can grow

in any direction, the element size becomes the localization limiter. If the element size

is altered, the model should be recalibrated to obtain the same fracture energy using

the new element size. Thus, with the new element size, the values of the adjustable pa-

rameters would be different but the simulated response would essentially be the same.

The alternative to keeping the element size as the localization limiter is a nonlocal

version of this model in which the localization limiter is specified externally and the

element size becomes arbitrary. Such a model would obviously be tremendously use-

ful. It will be tackled in a future study. In this study the use of Abaqus/Explicit user

subroutine feature limits the possibility of developing a nonlocal version of this model.
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Figure 5.7: The simulated stress-strain curve in along-the-fiber shear for AS4/3501-6

The calibrated model is now used to predict the biaxial failure envelope from [50]

as shown in Fig5.8. The prismatic notchless specimen in this simulation has the di-

mensions of 5 × 5 × 2mm. The element type is hexahedral, and the element size is

taken strictly as 0.5mm. In Fig5.8, the load path is first loading in the lateral direction

followed by loading in the longitudinal direction until failure is reached. The figure

shows that the model prediction and the test data agree well.
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Figure 5.8: The predicted biaxial failure envelope and comparison to experimental data

for AS4/3501-6

5.2 The Glass/Epoxy FRP Composite “E-glass/MY750

epoxy”

Another FRP for which a relatively wide range of experimental data is available in

the literature is E-glass/MY750 epoxy, widely used for many engineering applications.

The properties of this FRP are shown in Table 5.3.

Fiber type Silenka E-Glass 1200tex

Matrix type MY750/HY917/ DY063 Epoxy

Transverse modulus, Et 16.2 GPa

Longitudinal modulus, Et 45.6 GPa

Longitudinal shear

modulus,Gl

5.83 GPa
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Major Poisson’s ratio, νt 0.4

Through-thickness Pois-

son’s ratio, νl

0.278

Fiber volume fraction, ν f 62%

Longitudinal tensile strength 1280 MPa

Longitudinal compressive

strength

800 MPa

Transverse tensile strength 40 MPa

Transverse compressive

strength

145 MPa

Table 5.3: The properties of E-glass/MY750 epoxy

Table5.4 illustrates the optimum parameter values obtained from the calibration

procedure applied to the test data for E-glass/MY750 epoxy.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

C1 600 k7 0.01

C2 130 k8 0.04

C3 50 k9 0.01

C4 50 s1 0.01

C5 0.308 s2 0.0115

C6 0.308 s3 0.014

C7 100 s4 0.0092

C8 200 s5 0.002

C9 50 s6 0.0014

C10 100 s7 0.0035
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C11 90 h1 1.5

k1 0.00055 h2 1.1

k2 0.0085 h3 0.52

k3 0.03 h4 0.5

k4 0.03 h5 1

k5 0.035 h6 0.25

k6 0.0226 h7 0.9

Table 5.4: The optimum parameter values for E-glass/MY750 epoxy

For the longitudinal direction tension, simulation results using the model and the

comparison to experimental data are shown in Fig 5.9. In this simulation, the same

notched specimen used in the previous simulations is used. Hexahedral elements with

a size of 0.5mm are employed to create the mesh. Tensile loading in this simulation is

prescribed as a velocity of 0.01mm/s. During the simulation, a single transverse crack

starts from the notch tip and propagates across the fibers perpendicular to the loading.
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Figure 5.9: The simulated stress-strain response in longitudinal tension for E-

glass/MY750 Epoxy and comparison to experimental data

In Fig5.10 the longitudinal compression behavior as simulated is compared to the

test data. The notched specimen is the same as in the previous simulations and the

element size and type are also the same. The compressive loading is applied at a

velocity of 0.01mm/s. Fig5.11 shows the corresponding crack path.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated stress-strain response in longitudinal compression for E-

glass/MY750 Epoxy and comparison to experimental data

Figure 5.11: The crack path for longitudinal compression for E-glass/MY750 epoxy

The compression and tension behaviors in the lateral direction are compared to

experimental data in Figs5.12 and 5.13. The notched specimen is the same specimen

in the previous simulations and the element size is the same as well. Furthermore, both

compressive and tensile loadings are applied at a velocity of 0.01 mm/s. In Fig5.14 ,
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the crack path in compression is shown. It is observed that during the simulations in

tension, a single transverse crack starts from the notch tip in the lateral direction and

propagates across the cross-section perpendicular to the loading.

Figure 5.12: Simulated stress-strain response in lateral compression for E-

glass/MY750 Epoxy and comparison to experimental data
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Figure 5.13: Simulated stress-strain response in lateral tension for E-glass/MY750

Epoxy and comparison to experimental data

Figure 5.14: The crack path in lateral compression for E-glass/MY750 Epoxy

The along-the fiber shear calibration of the model yields the shear behavior as

shown in Fig5.15, which compares very favorably against the experimental data. The

specimen for this simulation is the same thin-walled cylinder under torsion used for

AS4/3501-6. Again hexahedral elements with an element size of 0.5mm are used for
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the mesh.

Figure 5.15: Simulated stress-strain response in along-the-fiber direction shear loading

for E-glass/MY750 Epoxy and comparison to experimental data

The calibrated model is now used to predict its biaxial failure envelope, as shown

in Fig5.16. The simulated curve is obtained by first loading in the lateral direction

and then loading in the longitudinal direction until failure is reached. The simulated

response clearly matches the experimental data very closely. In this case, the fibers are

oriented at 85◦, and because of the relatively weak matrix in the lateral direction, along

with the cracking perpendicular to fibers there is also cracking in the matrix along the

fibers. The simulated crack path is approximately at 55◦ relative to the longitudinal

direction.
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Figure 5.16: The Biaxial Failure Envelope for E-glass/MY750 Epoxy

5.3 The FRP Composite “Carbon fiber/epoxy”

Waas and coauthors [67] have carried out the so-called “size effect” [45] tests on ge-

ometrically similar specimens in 3pt-bending. The laminates are made up of carbon

fiber/epoxy laminae with a stacking sequence of [-45/0/45/90]. The test configura-

tion is illustrated in Fig5.17. The dimensions in Fig5.17 are for size 1X, and four other

specimens have proportional sizes scaled as 1.5X, 2X, 3X, and 4X, which mean that all

dimensions of a specimen are obtained by multiplying the corresponding dimensions

of the smallest specimen by 1.5, 2, 3 or 4.
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Figure 5.17: The test configuration of 3-Point bending for Carbon Fiber/Epoxy

The thickness of all specimens is 6.35mm. Unlike most test data on FRPs, these

test data have a stable post-peak. The element size used in the simulations is 0.633mm

and the critical max principal strain for element deletion is taken as ϵmax = 2.5%. In

Table5.5 the properties of the carbon fiber/epoxy laminas are shown.

Fiber type Carbon

Matrix type Epoxy

Transverse modulus, Et 6.7 GPa

Longitudinal modulus, Et 141 GPa

Longitudinal shear modulus,Gl 3.2 GPa

Major Poisson’s ratio, νt 0.4

Through-thickness Poisson’s

ratio, νl

0.33

Fiber volume fraction, ν f 55%

Longitudinal tensile strength 1900 MPa

Longitudinal compressive strength 1300 MPa
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Transverse tensile strength 50 MPa

Transverse compressive strength 230 MPa

Table 5.5: The properties of Carbon Fiber/Epoxy

Unfortunately the 6 different test data for individual carbon fiber/epoxy lamina

needed to uniquely calibrate the model are not available in this case. Consequently,

the aforementioned calibration procedure cannot be applied. Instead, starting with the

default values of all parameters, the free parameters are adjusted in order to fit the

largest size specimen force-displacement test data, as shown in Fig5.18. In this figure,

the force and displacement values are normalized with respect to the maximum respec-

tive values for the largest size, which are 3970N and 1.43mm. In Table5.6, the optimum

parameter values obtained by optimally fitting the largest specimen force-displacement

data are shown.

Figure 5.18: Simulated load displacement curve compared to experimental data for

size D=30.4mm
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Parameter Value Parameter Value

C1 200 k7 0.01

C2 100 k8 0.02

C3 50 k9 0.015

C4 50 s1 0.01

C5 0.746 s2 0.015

C6 0.746 s3 0.0067

C7 100 s4 0.0045

C8 200 s5 0.002

C9 50 s6 0.0025

C10 100 s7 0.0025

C11 120 h1 1.5

k1 0.0013 h2 1.4

k2 0.0228 h3 0.5

k3 0.03 h4 0.5

k4 0.044 h5 1

k5 0.02 h6 0.5

k6 0.012 h7 0.8

Table 5.6: The optimum parameter values for Carbon Fiber/Epoxy composite

The calibrated model is used in the prediction of force-displacement behavior of

other size specimens without changing any parameter values. In Fig5.19 the model

prediction and experimental data for size 1X are compared. Clearly the model predic-

tion closely approximates the experimental data.
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Figure 5.19: The predicted load displacement curve compared to experimental data for

size D=7.6mm

The model prediction for force-displacement behavior of the specimen with size

1.5X and the associated experimental data are compared in Fig5.20. The figure shows

that the model prediction closely approximates the test data, although the peak load

could not be approximated very closely.
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Figure 5.20: The predicted load displacement curve compared to experimental data for

size D=11.4 mm

The predicted force-displacement behavior for size 2X and comparison to exper-

imental data are shown in Fig5.21. The figure shows that the model prediction and

experimental data agree very well.
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Figure 5.21: The predicted load displacement curve compared to experimental data for

size D=15.2 mm

Fig5.22 compares force-displacement behavior prediction with the associated ex-

perimental data for size 3X. The model prediction is very close to the experimental

data for one of the specimens. The differences between the experimental data from two

different specimens are attributable to statistical effects on the specimen cross sectional

microstructure.
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Figure 5.22: The predicted load displacement curve compared to experimental data for

size D=22.8 mm

In Figs5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22, the model predictions approximate the ex-

perimental data very closely. The averaged absolute value of errors normalized with

respect to the maximum force measured in the tests for sizes 1X, 1.5X, 2X, 3X, and

4X are as low as 0.051, 0.073, 0.031, 0.092, 0.045, respectively. Generally the crack

starts from the notch tip and propagates across the cross-section to the loading point in

all specimens, although the crack path is ususally jagged. Fig 5.23 shows the typical

predicted crack path for the size 1.5X.
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Figure 5.23: The predicted crack path for size D=11.4 mm

5.4 The Carbon/Epoxy FRP Composite “IM7/8552 Carbon-

Fiber/Epoxy”

To further verify the model, it has been used to simulate the open-hole specimen

strength data for the FRP called “IM7/8552 carbon-fiber/epoxy”. In Table5.7 the rele-

vant properties of this FRP are shown.

Fiber type IM7

Matrix type 8552

Transverse modulus, Et 11.38 GPa

Longitudinal modulus, Et 161 GPa

Longitudinal shear modulus,Gl 5.17 GPa

Major Poisson’s ratio, νt 0.436

Through-thickness Poisson’s ratio, νt 0.32

Fiber volume fraction, ν f 65%
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Longitudinal tensile strength 2723 MPa

Longitudinal compressive strength 1300 MPa

Transverse tensile strength 60 MPa

Transverse compressive strength 276 MPa

Table 5.7: The properties of IM7/8552 Carbon-Fiber/Epoxy

The experimental data for this FRP are obtained from [68]. In the simulations, spec-

imens with holes from laminates of IM7/8552 carbon fiber/epoxy are loaded in tension

and compression. The stacking sequence in the specimens are [45m/90m/−45m/0m],

where m is the number of ply blocks with the same orientation in the stack, as shown

in Fig5.24.

Figure 5.24: The stacking sequence for the test specimens of IM7/8552 carbon

fiber/epoxy composite
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The nominal thickness for each ply is 0.125mm. In Fig5.25, the test configuration

is illustrated. The ratio of width-to-hole diameter is constant at 5 for all specimens. The

length-to-hole diameter ratio is kept at 20 for tension and at 5 for compression. In the

simulations, specimens without hole having three different thicknesses in tension and

specimens with a hole of 3.175mm in diameter having the same three thicknesses are

used. In compression, specimens without holes in three different thicknesses and two

specimens with different thicknesses having a hole of 6.35mm in diameter are used.

Figure 5.25: The open-hole strength test configuration for IM7/8552 Carbon-

Fiber/Epoxy composite

In all simulations, the load is applied at a velocity of 0.01mm/s. The loading contin-

ues until the failure is reached. The element type is hexahedral, and the element size in

the mesh is 0.125mm. The model is calibrated using the specimen without hole having

a thickness of 8mm both in tension, Fig5.26, and in compression, Fig5.28. Once the

parameter values are optimized, the predictions are carried out with the same optimal

parameter values. The optimally calibrated parameter values for the FRP IM7/8552

carbon-fiber/epoxy are given in table 5.8.
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Parameters Value Parameters Value

C1 400 k7 0.011

C2 100 k8 0.02

C3 50 k9 0.015

C4 50 s1 0.01

C5 0.439 s2 0.015

C6 0.439 s3 0.0067

C7 100 s4 0.0039

C8 200 s5 0.002

C9 50 s6 0.0020

C10 100 s7 0.0025

C11 120 h1 1.5

k1 0.0013 h2 1.4

k2 0.0128 h3 0.5

k3 0.031 h4 0.5

k4 0.044 h5 1

k5 0.02 h6 0.5

k6 0.0122 h7 0.8

Table 5.8: The optimum parameter values for IM7/8552 Carbon-Fiber/Epoxy

composite

In Fig5.26, the simulated strengths of the specimens with different thicknesses un-

der tension are compared to the experimental values.
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Figure 5.26: The model prediction and experimental tensile strengths for specimens

without a hole

As shown in Fig5.26, the model predictions for specimens without hole under ten-

sion closely approximate the experimental data.

In Fig5.27, model predictions and experiment data for the strength of specimens

with a hole under tension are compared. The hole size for all thicknesses is 3.175mm

in this figure.
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Figure 5.27: The model prediction and experimental tensile strengths for specimens

with a hole

The Fig5.27 shows that the model predictions closely approximate the experimental

results.

In Fig5.28 model predictions and experimental data for compressive strength of

specimens without hole for three different thicknesses are compared.
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Figure 5.28: The model prediction and experimental compressive strengths for speci-

mens without a hole

Figure 5.28 shows good agreement between model predictions and experimental

data.

Model predictions and experimental data for specimens with a hole in compression

having two thicknesses are shown in Fig5.29. The hole size in these simulations is

6.35mm in diameter.
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Figure 5.29: The model prediction and experimental compressive strengths for speci-

mens with a hole

In Fig5.29, the model predictions and experimental data agree reasonably well.

The average error for Figs5.26, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 are 0.051, 0.072, 0.055 and

0.084. Thus, these results show that the cylindrical microplane model for transversely

isotropic FRPs can predict both the tensile and compressive behaviors of open-hole

laminates successfully. During the simulations in both tension and compression, two

transverse cracks start from the top and bottom of the hole and propagate across the

cross-section perpendicular to the loading. Figs5.30 and 5.31 illustrate predicted crack

paths for both compression and tension for specimens with a thickness of 2 mm. The

predicted crack paths are similar to the experimental data from [68]. The crack path

obtained in tension is as expected, but in compression obtaining the same crack path

instead of an inclined shear crack path is certainly interesting.
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Figure 5.30: The predicted crack path by the model in compressive loading for the

thickness of 2mm

Figure 5.31: The predicted crack path by the model in tensile loading for the thickness

of 2mm
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In view of the studies presented in this thesis, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. Despite a number of existing theoretical and practical models for the failure of

FRPs, there is pressing need for a robust model to predict the mechanical be-

havior of these materials in the general three-dimensional states of stress for the

engineering analysis and design of numerous industrial products.

2. The concept of microplane model is attractive for FRPs due to their outstanding

efficiency in bridging quasi-brittle micro-scale material behavior to macro-scale

material behavior without jeopardizing applicability of the model to large scale

finite element analyses.

3. The microplane model based on cylindrical geometry is an ideal approach among

all possible microplane type approaches that captures the strongly anisotropic

nonlinear behavior of FRPs.

4. The model can detect crack nucleation and branching and can simulates crack

propagation correctly.

5. In the microplane model for transversely isotropic FRPs, the so-called stress-
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strain boundaries, or strain-dependent yield limits, for longitudinal and trans-

verse tension, compression, and shear have been developed.

6. The cylindrical microplane model is coded into a VUMAT subroutine for large

scale simulations with the commercial finite element program Abaqus.

7. The model has been calibrated using experimental data on 4 different types of

FRPs obtained from literature.

8. The model parameters are divided into fixed and free parameters, and a procedure

for calibrating the model is developed using simple uniaxial test data for the

unidirectional lamina for a given FRP.

9. The calibrated model has been used to predict very closely the biaxial failure

envelope for two different unidirectional FRPs.

10. The model has been calibrated for and used to predict the size effect test data

obtained using the 3-point bending tests of specimens with 4 different sizes made

of laminated carbon fiber reinforced epoxy with a sequence of [-45/0/45/90].

11. The model has been calibrated for and used to predict the strength of specimens

with a hole both in tension and in compression.

12. The predictions of the cylindrical microplane model for 4 different FRPs under 3

dimensional states of stress demonstrate the outstanding capability of the model

in predicting the fracture of transversely isotropic FRPs.
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Appendix

Vumat Code

subroutine vumat(

C Read only (unmodifiable)variables -

1 nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal,

2 stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength,

3 props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc,

4 tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld,

5 stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld,

6 tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew,

C Write only (modifiable) variables -

7 stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew )

C

include ’vaba param.inc’

C

dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), coordMp(nblock,*),

1 charLength(nblock), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr),

2 relSpinInc(nblock,nshr), tempOld(nblock),

3 stretchOld(nblock,ndir+nshr),
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4 defgradOld(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr),

5 fieldOld(nblock,nfieldv), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr),

6 stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock),

7 enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(nblock),

8 stretchNew(nblock,ndir+nshr),

8 defgradNew(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr),

9 fieldNew(nblock,nfieldv),

1 stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev),

2 enerInternNew(nblock), enerInelasNew(nblock)

C

character*80 cmname

real, parameter :: PI=3.1415926535897932384626433832795d0

integer, parameter :: np=8, nvhm=3, nvhi=np*nvhm+1

real :: young, poisson,shearmodulus, fyoung,fpoisson,

$ alpha,beta,gamma,zeta

real :: k 1,k 2,k 3,k 4,k 5,k 6,k 7,k 8,k 9,

$ c 1, c 2, c 3, c 4, c 5,c 6,c 7,c 8,c 9,c 10,c 11,

$ h 1,h 2,h 3,h 4,h 5,h 6,s 1,s 2,s 3,s 4,s 5,s 6,s 7,h 7

real, dimension(1:6,1:np) :: qn, ql, qm

real, dimension(1:np) :: w

real, dimension(1:np) :: deps N,deps L,deps M,eps N,eps L,

$eps M,dsig N,dsig M,dsig L,sig N

real, dimension(1:np) :: enf,snf,sn0,emf,elf,sl0, sm0, slf,smf

real, dimension(1:np) :: snbt,snbc,smb,slb

real, dimension(1:nvhi+6) :: vh ini, vh fin ! additional hist. var. for element deletion

real, dimension(1:6,1:6) :: e

real, dimension(1:6) :: epsh,deps,depsh,eps,sig,dsig elastic
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real :: equivStress, fractureWorkInc, smean, stressPower

real :: eee,eeef,xnu,xnuf,shearm,th del 1,th del 2,seb,seq

integer :: ij(1:2,1:6), i, j, k,ic,inde,jp,inp

real, dimension(1:4,1:np) :: te

real, dimension(1:3) :: xn, xm, xl

real ::epsv,eqv,eqc,eqt,epsmax,epsmin,emmax,elmax,eql,eqm,eq

real, dimension(nblock,ndir+nshr) :: eps vector

real, dimension(nblock,3) :: eigVal

NTENS = 6

young= props(1)

fyoung= props(2)

poisson= props(3)

fpoisson= props(4)

shearmodulus= props(5)

del=3.0d-2

c 1 = 3.0d2

c 2 = 1.0d2

c 3 = 5.0d1

c 4 = 5.0d1

c 5 = 0.5

c 6 = 0.5

c 7 = 1.0d2

c 8 =2.0d2

c 9 =5.0d1

c 10 =1.0d2

c 11 = 1.0d2

k 1 =1.0d-3
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k 2 =1.0d-2

k 3 =3.0d-2

k 4 =3.0d-2

k 5 =2.0d-2

k 6 =2.0d-2

k 7 = 1.0d-2

k 8 =3.0d-2

k 9 =2.0d-2

s 1= 1.0d-2

s 2= 1.5d-2

s 3= 1.0d-2

s 4= 5.0d-3

s 5= 2.0d-3

s 6= 2.5d-3

s 7= 2.5d-3

h 1 =1.5d0

h 2 =1.5d0

h 3 =0.5d0

h 4 =0.5d0

h 5 =1.0d0

h 6 =0.5d0

h 7 =0.5d0

if(totalTime .eq. dt) then

e=0.0d0

eps=0.0d0

deps=0.0d0

eps vector=0.0d0
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eigVal = 0.0d0

deps N = 0.0d0

deps M = 0.0d0

deps L = 0.0d0

eps N = 0.0d0

eps M = 0.0d0

eps L = 0.0d0

stateOld = 0.0d0

end if

ij=reshape((/1,1,2,2,3,3,1,2,2,3,3,1/),(/2,6/))

if(np.eq.8) then

te = reshape((/0.0D0,1.0d0,0.0d0,0.65652875D0, ! 1st column

$0D0,0.803586195d0,-0.595188396d0,0.599777241D0, ! 2nd column

$0D0,0.803586195d0,0.595188396d0,0.599777241D0, ! 3

$0D0,0.394939378d0,-0.918707183d0,0.439360201D0, ! 4

$0D0,0.394939378d0,0.918707183d0,0.439360201D0, ! 5

$0D0,0.079855987d0,-0.996806411d0,0.203394509D0, ! 6

$0D0,0.079855987d0,0.996806411d0,0.203394509D0, ! 7

$1.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,1.5707963267948d0/),(/4,np/)) ! 8th column

end if

if(np.eq.25) then

te = reshape((/0.0D0,0.994943132d0,-0.100439858d0,0.200964847D0, ! 1st column

$0.0D0,0.994943132d0,0.100439858d0,0.200964847D0, ! 2nd column

$0.0D0,0.955278878d0,-0.295706383d0,0.197665014D0, ! 3

$0.0D0,0.955278878d0,0.295706383d0,0.197665014D0, ! 4

$0.0D0,0.88003346d0,-0.474911685d0,0.191119532D0, ! 5

$0.0D0,0.88003346d0,0.474911685d0,0.191119532D0, ! 6
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$0.0D0,0.776694331d0,-0.629877699d0,0.181435879D0, ! 7

$0.0D0,0.776694331d0,0.629877699d0,0.181435879D0, ! 8

$0.0D0,0.654818644d0,-0.755786044d0,0.168773065D0, ! 9

$0.0D0,0.654818644d0,0.755786044d0,0.168773065D0, ! 10

$0.0D0,0.525054318d0,-0.851068718d0,0.15333902D0, ! 11

$0.0D0,0.525054318d0,0.851068718d0,0.15333902D0, ! 12

$0.0D0,0.396974891d0,-0.91782947d0,0.135387189D0, ! 13

$0.0D0,0.396974891d0,0.91782947d0,0.135387189D0, ! 14

$0.0D0,0.278991106d0,-0.960293686d0,0.115212384D0, ! 15

$0.0D0,0.278991106d0,0.960293686d0,0.115212384D0, ! 16

$0.0D0,0.177481525d0,-0.984124133d0,0.093145999D0, ! 17

$0.0D0,0.177481525d0,0.984124133d0,0.093145999D0, ! 18

$0.0D0,0.09681338d0,-0.995302552d0,0.069550838D0, ! 19

$0.0D0,0.09681338d0,0.995302552d0,0.069550838D0, ! 20

$0.0D0,0.039699296d0,-0.999211672d0,0.044817D0, ! 21

$0.0D0,0.039699296d0,0.999211672d0,0.044817D0, ! 22

$0.0D0,0.007571166d0,-0.999971338d0,0.019385558D0, ! 23

$0.0D0,0.007571166d0,-0.999971338d0,0.019385558D0, ! 24

$1.0D0,0.0D0,0.0D0,1.5707963267948d0/),(/4,np/))

end if

C —————————————

C ... Assemble tensors from direction cosines

C —————————————

qn = 0.0d0

ql = 0.0d0

qm = 0.0d0

w = 0.0d0
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do jp=1,np

w(jp) =(2/pi) * te(4,jp)

xn(1) = te(3,jp)

xn(2) = te(2,jp)

xn(3) = te(1,jp)

xm(1)=1

xm(2)=0

xm(3)=0

xl(1)=0

xl(2)=xn(1)

xl(3)=-xn(2)

if(jp .eq. np) then

xl(3)=0

xl(2)=1

xl(1)=0

xm(3)=0

xm(2)=0

xm(1)=-1

end if

do k=1,6

IC=ij(1,k)

j=ij(2,k)

qn(k,jp) = xn(IC)*xn(j)

qm(k,jp) = 0.5D0*(xn(IC)*xm(j)+xn(j)*xm(IC))

ql(k,jp) = 0.5D0*(xn(IC)*xl(j)+xn(j)*xl(IC))

end do

end do
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eee=young

eeef=fyoung

xnu=poisson

xnuf=fpoisson

shearm=shearmodulus

e=0.0d0

e(1,1)=(eee**2*xnuf**2-eee*eeef)/((2*eee*xnu+2*eee)*xnuf**2+

$eeef*xnu**2-eeef)

e(1,2)=-(eee**2*xnuf**2+eee*eeef*xnu)/((2*eee*xnu+2*eee)*xnuf**2+

$eeef*xnu**2-eeef)

e(1,3)=-(eee*eeef*xnuf)/(2*eee*xnuf**2+eeef*xnu-eeef)

e(2,1)=-(eee**2*xnuf**2+eee*eeef*xnu)/((2*eee*xnu+2*eee)*xnuf**2+

$eeef*xnu**2-eeef)

e(2,2)=(eee**2*xnuf**2-eee*eeef)/((2*eee*xnu+2*eee)*xnuf**2+

$eeef*xnu**2-eeef)

e(2,3)=-(eee*eeef*xnuf)/(2*eee*xnuf**2+eeef*xnu-eeef)

e(3,1)=-(eee*eeef*xnuf)/(2*eee*xnuf**2+eeef*xnu-eeef)

e(3,2)=-(eee*eeef*xnuf)/(2*eee*xnuf**2+eeef*xnu-eeef)

e(3,3)=(eeef**2*xnu-eeef**2)/(2*eee*xnuf**2+eeef*xnu-eeef)

e(4,4)=eee/(xnu+1)

e(5,5)=2*shearm

e(6,6)=2*shearm

do i = 1, nblock

vh ini = stateOld(i,:)

deps=strainInc(i,:)

eps(1)=vh ini(nvhi+1)

eps(2)=vh ini(nvhi+2)
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eps(3)=vh ini(nvhi+3)

eps(4)=vh ini(nvhi+4)

eps(5)=vh ini(nvhi+5)

eps(6)=vh ini(nvhi+6)

epsh=eps

epsh(4)=2*eps(4)

epsh(5)=2*eps(5)

epsh(6)=2*eps(6)

depsh(4)=2*deps(4)

depsh(5)=2*deps(5)

depsh(6)=2*deps(6)

C —————

C ... Initializations

C —————

eps N = matmul( epsh,qn)

eps L = matmul( epsh,ql)

eps M = matmul( epsh,qm)

deps N = matmul(depsh,qn)

deps L = matmul(depsh,ql)

deps M = matmul(depsh,qm)

dsig elastic=matmul(e,deps)

dsig elastic(4)=2*dsig elastic(4)

dsig elastic(5)=2*dsig elastic(5)

dsig elastic(6)=2*dsig elastic(6)

dsig N=matmul( dsig elastic,qn)

dsig M=matmul( dsig elastic,qm)

dsig L=matmul( dsig elastic,ql)
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sn0 = vh ini(2:nvhi:nvhm)

sm0 = vh ini(3:nvhi:nvhm)

sl0 = vh ini(4:nvhi:nvhm)

enf=eps N+deps N

emf=eps M+deps M

elf=eps L+deps L

snf=sn0+dsig N

smf=sm0+dsig M

slf=sl0+dsig L

do k=1,np

if(abs(eps N(k))>(deps N(k))) then

if(abs(eps N(k)+deps N(k))<abs(eps N(k))) then

snf(k) =(sn0(k)/eps N(k))*(eps N(k)+deps N(k))

else

snf(k)=sn0(k)+dsig N(k)

end if

end if

if(abs(eps M(k))>(deps M(k))) then

if(abs(eps M(k)+deps M(k))<abs(eps M(k))) then

smf(k) =(sm0(k)/eps M(k))*(eps M(k)+deps M(k))

else

smf(k)=sm0(k)+dsig M(k)

end if

end if

if(abs(eps L(k))>(deps L(k))) then

if(abs(eps L(k)+deps L(k))<abs(eps L(k))) then

slf(k) =(sl0(k)/eps L(k))*(eps L(k)+deps L(k))
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else

slf(k)=sl0(k)+dsig L(k)

end if

end if

end do

do inde=1 , np-1

epsmax=max(enf(inde),epsmax)

epsmin=min(enf(inde),epsmin)

end do

epsv= (eps(1)+deps(1)+deps(2)+eps(2))

if(epsv> = 0) then

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 1*(epsv-k 1))

else

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 2*(abs(epsv)-k 2))

end if

eqt=max(0.0d0,c 3*(abs(epsmax)-k 3))

eqc=max(0.0d0,c 4*(abs(epsmin)-k 4))

do inde=1 ,np-1

snbt(inde) = )c 5/young) * (h 1 *enf(inde)+s 1)*exp(-(eqt+eqv))

snbc(inde) = (c 6/young) * (h 2 *abs(enf(inde))+s 2)*exp(-(eqc+eqv))

end do

inde= np

if(enf(inde)> = 0) then

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 7*(enf(inde)+(young/fyoung)*abs(epsv)-k 5))

else

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 8*(abs(enf(inde))+(young/fyoung)*abs(epsv)-k 6))

end if
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snbt(inde) = fyoung * (h 3 *enf(inde)+s 3)*exp(-(eqv))

snbc(inde) = fyoung * (h 4 *abs(enf(inde))+s 4)*exp(-(eqv))

do ic=1,np

if(snf(ic)< =0) then

snf(ic) = max(snf(ic),-snbc(ic))

else

snf(ic) = min(snf(ic),snbt(ic))

end if

end do

do inde=1 , np-1

emmax=max(abs(emf(inde)),emmax)

elmax=max(abs(elf(inde)),elmax)

end do

epsv= (eps(1)+eps(2)+deps(1)+deps(2))

if(epsv> =0) then

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 1*(epsv-k 1))

else

eqv=max(0.0d0,c 2*(abs(epsv)-k 2))

end if

eql=max(0.0d0,c 9*(elmax-k 7))

eqm=max(0.0d0,c 10*(emmax-k 8))

do inde=1 , np-1

slb(inde)=(young/(poisson+1))*(h 5*abs(elf(inde))+s 5)*

$exp(-(eql+eqv))

smb(inde) =(2*shearmodulus)*(h 6*abs(emf(inde))+s 6)*exp(-(eqm+

$eqv))

end do
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inde= np

eq=max(0.0d0,c 11*(sqrt((elf(inde))**2+(emf(inde))**2)-k 9))

seb =(2*shearmodulus)*(h 7 *sqrt((elf(inde))**2

$+(emf(inde))**2)+s 7)*exp(-(eq))

do inde= 1 , np-1

if(abs(slf(inde))> = slb(inde)) then

slf(inde)=sign(slb(inde),slf(inde))

end if

if(abs(smf(inde))> = smb(inde)) then

smf(inde)=sign(smb(inde),smf(inde))

end if

end do

inde= np

seq=sqrt((smf(inde)**2)+(slf(inde))**2)

if(seq > seb) then

smf(inde)=(smf(inde)/seq)*seb

slf(inde)=(slf(inde)/seq)*seb

end if

eps vector(i,1)=(eps(1)+deps(1))

eps vector(i,2)=(eps(2)+deps(2))

eps vector(i,3)=0.0d0

eps vector(i,4)=(eps(4)+deps(4))

eps vector(i,5)=0.0d0

eps vector(i,6)=0.0d0

call vsprinc( nblock, eps vector, eigVal, ndir, nshr )

maxp=0.0d0

maxp = max(abs(eigVal(i,1)) ,abs(eigVal(i,2)))
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maxp = max(maxp ,abs(eigVal(i,3)))

if ( maxp >th del 1) then

vh fin(1)=0

else

vh fin(1)=1

end if

eps vector(i,1)=(eps(1)+deps(1))

eps vector(i,2)=(eps(2)+deps(2))

eps vector(i,3)=(eps(3)+deps(3))

eps vector(i,4)=(eps(4)+deps(4))

eps vector(i,5)=(eps(5)+deps(5))

eps vector(i,6)=(eps(6)+deps(6))

call vsprinc( nblock, eps vector, eigVal, ndir, nshr )

vh fin(1)=1

do inp=1 , 3

if ( eigVal(i,inp)> = del) then

vh fin(1)=0

else

vh fin(1)=1

end if

end do

sig = (matmul(qn,snf*w) + matmul(qm,smf*w) + matmul(ql,slf*w))

C ——————————————-

C ... Update microplane normal and shear stresses

C ——————————————-

vh fin(2:nvhi:nvhm) = snf

vh fin(3:nvhi:nvhm) = smf
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vh fin(4:nvhi:nvhm) = slf

vh fin(nvhi+1)=(eps(1)+deps(1))

vh fin(nvhi+2)=(eps(2)+deps(2))

vh fin(nvhi+3)=(eps(3)+deps(3))

vh fin(nvhi+4)=(eps(4)+deps(4))

vh fin(nvhi+5)=(eps(5)+deps(5))

vh fin(nvhi+6)=(eps(6)+deps(6))

stateNew(i,:)=vh fin

stressNew(i,:)=sig

C ! Update the specific internal energy -

stressPower = (( stressOld(i,1)+stressNew(i,1) )*

$ strainInc(i,1) + ( stressOld(i,2)+stressNew(i,2) )*

$ strainInc(i,2) + ( stressOld(i,3)+stressNew(i,3) )*

$ strainInc(i,3) + 2.0*( stressOld(i,4)+stressNew(i,4) )*

$ strainInc(i,4) )/2.0

enerInternNew(i) = enerInternOld(i) + stressPower / density(i)

C

C ! Update the dissipated inelastic specific energy -

smean = ( stressNew(i,1) + stressNew(i,2) +

$ stressNew(i,3) )/3.0

equivStress = sqrt( 3.0/2.0 * ( (stressNew(i,1)-smean)**2 +

$ (stressNew(i,2)-smean)**2 + (stressNew(i,3)-smean)**2 +

$ two * stressNew(i,4)**2 ) )

fractureWorkInc = stressNew(i,1)*deps(1) +

$ stressNew(i,2)*deps(2) + stressNew(i,3)*deps(3) +

$ stressNew(i,4)*deps(4) + stressNew(i,5)*deps(5) +

$ stressNew(i,6)*deps(6)
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enerInelasNew(i) = enerInelasOld(i)+fractureWorkInc/density(i)

end do

return

end subroutine vumat
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